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SOMMAIRE

Au cours des dernieres annees, plusieurs travaux ont ete realises dans Ie domame des

melanges de polymeres. Ceci est un des moyens efficaces et peu couteux pour ameliorer les

proprietes mecaniques des polymeres. Dans une etude precedente [I], deux copolymeres de

triblock de styrene/ethylene - butylene/styrene (SEBS), de differents poids moleculaires, ont

ete utilises pour compatibiliser un melange contenant en volume 80 % de polystyrene (PS) et

20 % de caoutchouc-ethylene-propylene (CEP). Les resultats montrent, premierement, une

augmentation significative de la resistance aux chocs lorsque les concentrations d'agents

interfaciaux sont au-dessus de la concentration critique en emulsification pour des melanges

compatibilises par Ie copolymere ayant une masse moleculaire faible (K2) et, deuxiemement,

qu'une transition fragile-ductile de mpture se produit.

Apartir de ces resultats, 1'objectif de cette etude est d'ameliorer la comprehension des

effets des deux copolymeres de triblock ci-dessus sur la rupture et Ie comportement des

melanges sur un intervalle etendu des taux de chargement et des temperatures. A cette fin, les

melanges de differentes concentrations de ces copolymeres out ete etudies dans de diverses

conditions d'essai. L'attention est mise sur la correlation entre temps-temperature et la

resistance de rupture atnsi que Ie comportement d'ecoulement de ces melanges. L'ajout du

copolymere de triblock, connu sous Ie nom d'agent interfacial, permet au melange fragile de

PS/CEP de devenir plus ductile. La dependance temps-temperature de la transition fragUe-

ductile a la rupture des melanges est controlee par un processus d'energie d'activation et peut

etre predit par 1'equation d'Arrhenius. Ajouter un agent mterfacial abaisse la temperature a la

transition fragile-ductUe et reduit la barriere d'energie controlant Ie processus de rupture. Get

effet, cependant, est beaucoup plus prononce pour 1'agent iaterfacial de poids moleculaire



mferieur, K2. La resistance de rupture pendant la propagation de fissure des melanges est

determinee en utilisant la methode de R-courbe et eUe presente une contribution distmcte aux

melanges K2-20 et K2-30 pour la resistance la plus elevee de rupture du melange de PS/CEP.

La correlation entre la temperature et Ie taux de deformation sur Ie comportement

d'ecoulement des melanges de polymere semble etre controlee par la relaxation moleculaire

selon la theorie de Ree-Eyring. Ce modele, fonde sur 1'hypothese de deux processus d'Eyrmg

(les processus a et (3) agissant en paraltele, permet la prevision de la contrainte cTecoulement

en tension et en compression a de divers taux de deformation et de temperature. L'ajout des

agents mterfaciaux Kl et K2 resulte en une reduction de 1'energie d'activation AH et une

augmentation en volume d'activation V* pour les processus a et P. En outre, la similitude de

la valeur de 1'energie cT activation AHp au processus P et la barriere d'energie controlant la

transition fragile-ductile a la rupture semble prouver une correlation impMcite entre Ie

comportement a Pecoulement et 1'approche de la rupture.
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SUMMARY

For the recent years, many works have been taken into account ta the field of blending

existing polymers together, which is one of the effective and low cost ways of improving the

mechanical properties of polymers. In a previous study [I], two triblock copolymers of

styrene/ ethylene - butylene/ styrene (SEBS), of different molecular weights, were used to

compatibUize a blend of 80 volume % of polystyrene (PS) and 20 volume % of ethylene -

propylene rubber (EPR). Results show firstly a significant increase in impact strength at

iaterfacial agent concentrations above the critical concentration for emulsification for blends

compatibilized by the low molecular weight copolymer (K2), and secondly a transition from

brittle to ductUe fracture mode occurred.

The aim of this work is to foster the understanding of the effects of the two triblock

copolymers above on fracture and yielding behavior of the blends over a large range of

loading rates and temperatures. For this purpose, the blends of different concentrations of

these two triblock copolymers were studied at various test conditions. The focus is put on the

time - temperature dependence of fracture performance and yielding behavior of these blends.

The addition of the triblock copolymer, known as an interfacial modifier, allows the brittle

PS/EPR blend to become more ductile. The tmie-temperature dependence of the brittle-ductile

transition m fracture performance of the blends is controlled by an energy activation process

and can be predicted by the Arrhenius equation. Adding an interfacial agent lowers the

temperature at brittle-ductile transition and reduces the energy barrier AT:? controlling the

fracture process. This effect, however, is much more pronounced for the lower molecular

weight interfacial agent, K2. The fracture resistance at crack initiation as well as during the

crack propagation of the blends, which is determined by using the R-curve method, presents a
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distinct contribution of K2-20 and K2-30 blends to the higher fracture resistance of the

PS/EPR blend.

The correlation between temperature and loading rate in yielding behavior of the

blends seems to be controlled by the molecular relaxation according to the Ree-Eyriag theory.

This model, based on the assumption of two Eyring processes (a and P processes) acting in

parallel, allows prediction of the tensile and compression yield stress at various loading rates

and temperatures. The addition of Kl and K2 mterfacial agents results iti a reduction of the

activation energy AH and an increase in the activation volume V* for both a and P processes.

Furthermore, the similarity of the value of the activation energy AH p m (3 yielding process and

the energy barrier AH controlling the brittle-ductile transition m fracture seems to pronounce

an implicit correlation between the yielding behavior and fracture approach.
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INTRODUCTION

Polymer alloys and blends represent one of the fastest growing sectors of the plastics

industry. Blending existing polymers together has long been known to be an effective, low

cost way of developing novel materials. Polymer blends by definition are physical mixtures of

structuraUy different homo or copolymers. However, the vast majority of polymer pairs is

mutually immiscible, and, when blended, display very poor mechanical properties, due to their

coarse, heterogeneous morphology and weak adhesion. In the past twenty years, research m

polymer blends has increased significantly with more than 4500 patents produced annually

word-wide ( Utracld, 1989). The use of polymer blends in the market place is growing at

approximately 10 % per year compared to 4 % for all of plastics [15]. It has been shown

recently that the compatibilization of polymer blends could be carried out by incorporating a

third component, or interfacial agent, into the incompatible blend.

The most common form of physical compatibilization has been the use of block

copolymers. Each block of a diblock of multiblock copolymer is usually either miscible, or has

strong affinities, with one of the two homopolymer phases. Thus, block copolymers can act by

migratmg to the interface between the homopolymers. They are known to reduce the

interfacial tension, homogenize the morphology and improve adhesion between phases. This

effect results m an improvement in mechanical properties and fracture performance of the

material. However, the relationship between morphology, the state of the interface, and

mechanical properties is still unclear. Extensive work has been carried out on various rubber-

toughened polymer systems, such as HIPS/PPO blends [16, 17], ABS emulsion polymer [18],

PP/EPR [19] and PA/EPR [20]. By using tensile dUatometry the effects of shear yielding and

crazing phenomena m the tensile deformation of these blends have been demonstrated. In



another approach [21], the copolymer was deposited directly at the interface, and the force

required to separate the homopolymers from each other was measured. A mechanical

reinforcement effect due to the presence of the copolymer at the interface has been observed,

and a failure mechanism map [22] has been developed which distinguishes two different

regimes of failure at a compatibilized interface. If the block copolymer molecules themselves

fail at the interface, the mechanism is known as chain scission. This can be expected to occur

for long chains occupying the interface at a low areal density. Conversely, chain pull-out is

more Kkely to occur with more densely packed, short interfacial agent chains.

In previous study [I], two triblock copolymers of styrene/ ethylene- butylene/ styrene

(SEES), of different molecular weights, used to compatibilize a blend of 80 volume %

polystyrene (PS) and 20% ethylene- propylene rubber (EPR) were studied. The emulsification

curve, which relates the average minor phase particle diameter to the concentration of

interfacial agent added, was used to quantify the effect of the interfacial agents on the blend

morphology. Links between morphology, interface and properties were established by

combining the emulsification curve with a fracture mechanics approach. The results suggest

that for the lower molecular weight interfacial agent (denoted as K2), a transition m fracture

mechanisms, from brittle to ductile, occurs at around 20% mterfacial agent (based on the

volume of the minor phase). This transition, however, is not observed with the high molecular

weight interfacial agent (denoted as Kl). Following the same approach, the two same types of

iaterfacial agents (Kl and K2 with their different molecular weights: Mn ( Kl) = 174 000

g/mol and Mn ( K2) = 50 000 g/mol) were studied in this work for varying the adhesion

between the phases in the blend of Polystyrene/ Ethylene-Propylene Rubber (PS/EPR). In

order to consider the effect of the quantity of these iaterfacial modifiers on morphology and

mechanical properties, the blends were prepared with interfacial agent concentrations of 2.5, 5,



10, 15, 20 and 30 % based on the volume of the EPR, the minor phase of the blends. The aim

of this work is to foster the understanding of the influences of the two triblock copolymers

above on fracture behavior of the PS/EPR blend over a large range of loading rates and

temperatures. For this purpose, the blends of different concentrations of these two interfacial

agents were studied at various test conditions.

In fact, it has been pointed out that the fracture behavior of polymers is a very complex

process and the fracture performance depends on both the initiation and the propagation of a

defect m the material [2-6]. At various levels of loading rate and temperature, the fracture

mode and performance can be very different. Depending on the amount of plastic deformation

at the crack dp and the stability of crack propagation, a given polymer can break in a brittle,

semi-ductile, or ductile manner. For each type, an appropriate analysis must be used to

determine the fracture resistance of the blend, that is represented either by the strain energy

release rate (Gc, Ginst, or GQ or by the stress intensity factor (Kc, Kinst, or Ki) of material. In

this study, the method using the stress intensity factor was proposed to examine the fracture

performance of the blends. This method allows us to determine the fracture resistance of the

blends at crack initiation as well as during the propagation of the crack according to the

KR(Aaeff) curve.

The development of copolymers and polymer blends has resulted in materials

exhibiting more and more ductile behavior in fracture. Ductile fracture generally occurs under

a stable crack propagation, with more plastic deformation. For this mode of fracture, after

initiation, the cracks can only propagate with additional supply of energy by external loads so

that the character of the failure is less catastrophic. For this reason, much effort is being put on

making plastics tougher. However, toughened plastics exhibit a ductile behavior only under a



certain range of temperature and loading rates. Many polymers, regarded as tough under

normal conditions, become brittle when the temperature is lowered or the loading rate is

increased. Therefore, another purpose of this work is to put the focus on the effects of time

and temperature on the ductile fracture behavior of PS/EPR blend, modified by various

concentrations of the two different interfacial agents. The Ree-Eyring's model was used to

predict the tensile and the compression yield stress of the blends at various temperatures and

loading rates. This model has also shown that the correlation between temperature and loading

rate seems to be controlled by the molecular relaxation according to the Ree- Eyring theory.

A relationship between the activation energy AHp m the P process from the Ree-Eyrmg

equation and the energy barrier AH of the Arrhenius form controlling the brittle-ductile

transition m fracture performance of the blends, is found to give a Imk between the yield

behavior with the fracture process.

In this thesis, we will address the following issues: First, the theoretical background

will be presented in Chapter 1. Then the experimental study will be given in Chapter 2.

Chapter 3 wUl present the results obtained from the tests and their discussion. Finally, a

general conclusion wiU be shown at the end of this work.



CHAPTER 1

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

1.1 Polymer blends

1.1.1 Introduction

Polymer blends by definition are physical mixture of structurally different homo or

copolymers. Polymer blending is a useful technique for designing materials with a wide

variety of properties. An important commercial advantage is that polymer blends offer a way

to produce new materials by using already existing materials, which reduced development

costs. However, as most polymer blends are mimiscible and form heterogeneous multi-phase

systems, blending often results in material properties that are strongly dependent on the

processiag conditions, morphology and interactions between the phases.

In recent years, research m the polymer blend domain has increased significantly

(Utracki, 1989). Particularly, blends with engmeeriag resins constitute the highest growth area

m this field with annual growth rates of 17 % reported in the past (Rappaport, 1985).

Blends can result m completely new materials exhibiting high degrees of synergism

compared to the origmal components. In other cases they serve to produce materials with an

optimal cost/performance behavior. Polymer blends have allowed the gap to be filled between

high cost engineermg resins and low cost/low performance commodity polymers. The primary

physical properties which are targeted for improvement in blending are the foUowmg in order

of priority: (1) impact strength (examples: polybutadiene/polystyrene; ethylene-propylene-

diene terpolymer/polyamide); (2) heat deflection (e.g. polyphenylene oxide/polyamide



blends); (3) cost/process abUity (e.g. polyethylene terephthalate/polycarbonate blends). The

primary uses ofpolymer blends are m automotive and business machine application.

Development of new multiphase polymer blend materials is related primarily to two

key variables: control of the interfacial chemistry and control of the micro structure. The

ultimate objective is to be able to control mterfacial chemistry and micro structure at will for a

wide range of systems under melt processing conditions (Favis,1991).

In the previous study, a blend of 80 volume % polystyrene (PS) and 20 % ethylene-

propylene rubber (EPR) was compatibilized by using two triblock copolymers of styrene/

ethylene-butylene/styrene (SEES) which acted as interfacial agents. They have been expected

to reduce the interfacial tension, homogenize the morphology and improve adhesion between

phases. The correlation between the morphology and the resulting mechanical properties of

the blends was examined by combining the emulsification curve with a fracture mechanics

approach. Results obtained from the emulsification curve suggested that for the lower

molecular weight mterfacial agent (denoted as K2), the reduction of the particle size is more

effective than for the high molecular weight copolymer, Kl. This resulted in an increase of

four to five-fold m the Izod impact strength at interfacial agent concentrations above the

critical concentration for emulsification for blends compatibilized by the low molecular

weight copolymer (K2) and a transition from brittle to ductile fracture mode occurred. The

Izod and Charpy impact strengths of blends compatibilized by Kl, however, showed only

marginal increase, and no brittle-ductUe transition was observed, all samples broke m a brittle

mode with the testing condition at room temperature.

In the next sections, these results will be detailed and discussed more basing on a

consideration of the mterrelationship between the morphology, interface and the mechanical

properties of polymer blends. This work then would be a development of these results.



1.1.2 Influence of mterfacial modifiers on morpholo ev

The objective of blending is to create novel materials with homogeneous properties. In

order to obtain this, good stress transfer across the interface and stabilization of the

morphology to avoid Ostwald ripening and coalescence coarsenmg are necessary.

An efficient way of improving the performance of immiscible polymer blends is by

addition of a copolymer. The copolymer must be made from polymeric segments miscible

with the two homopolymers constituting the blend. It is possible for example to modify

iaterfacial interactions by generating copolymers in-situ durtag melt processing or by addition

of polymeric or low molecular weight additives as third components in the system. The

copolymer migrating toward interfaces has been laiown to create many positive effects on the

blends. It allows a reduction of the blend's interfacial tension and particle-particle coalescence

rate, both accounting for the finer dispersion usually observed after copolymer addition m a

blend. Presence of the copolymer at the interface also enhances chain entanglements between

the two homopolymers of the blend. This later phenomenon explains the improved phase

adhesion in well-compatibilized systems [21, 23, 24].

In consideration of the qualitative effect of the compatibilization of polymers, lots of

attempts m various directions have been done. The emulsification curve, which has long been

known in classical emulsion, is one method of quantifymg the efficacy of mterfacial agents m

polymer blends [25-27]. This curve relates the average particle size of the minor phase to the

concentration of mterfacial agent added to the system. The characteristic shape of the

emulsification curve shown for the various systems displays an initial rapid drop m phase size

as would be expected for a system experiencing a drop in iaterfacial tension. A critical

concentration value of interfacial modifier (Ccat) is subsequently observed beyond which a



quasi-equilibrium particle size is attained. The term quasi-equilibrium is used since immiscible

polymer blends are never in a state of true thermo dynamic equilibrium. A quasi-equilibrium

morphology can be obtained as a result of the high viscosity of the individual components of

the blend. In addition, this critical concentration is believed to correspond to a point of

saturation of the interface. The emulsification curve has recently been used in the group of

Favis and co-workers to compare the efficacy of different interfacial agents in a blend of

polystyrene and ethylene-propylene mbber [34].

In the previous study of Patrick Cigana and Basil D. Favis, as noted above, two

triblock copolymers of styrene/ ethylene-butylene/styrene (SEBS) which acted as interfacial

agents were utilized to compatibUize a blend of 80 volume % polystyrene (PS) and 20 %

ethylene-propylene rubber (EPR). The emulsifymg effect of the interfacial agents used m that

study was shown m Figure 1.1. It has been suggested obviously that the lower molecular

weight iaterfacial agent, K2, is more effective at reducing the particle size than the high

molecular weight copolymer, Kl. In the first case, the volume average particle size is reduced

from 2.72 to around 0.55 microns, a decrease of nearly 80 %, whereas the Kl triblock

copolymer only decreased it to about 1.1 microns. Moreover, the greater spread observed m

the Kl data was an additional indication of its poorer emulsifymg ability.

The difference m effect of these two mterfacial agents on reducing the particle size

thus resulted in the different fracture behaviors of the blends. This will be discussed m detail

in the foUowmg section.
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Figure 1.1: Emulsification curve for blends of 80 % polystyrene and 20 % ethylene-propylene

rubber (volumetric) [I], compatibilized with Kraton 1651 (Kl) and Kraton 1652 (K2). The

interfacial agent concentrations are based on the volume of the minor phase.

1.1.3 Morphology- property relationship

It has been known recently that a study of the blend morphology is of central

importance because it relates the properties of the blend to the manner m which it was

processed. Many studies have dealt with the relationships between morphology, processing

and the physical, rheological and mechanical properties of mcompatible blends. Several

examples of the practical application of morphological control can be found in the literature.

Impact strength is one of the important mechanical properties which can be improved by

blending and which is highly dependent on the size of the dispersed phase. There are several

studies which discussed the impact modification of polypropylene [28, 29] and polyamide [30-

33] by blending these polymers with elastomeric materials. It has been shown that the impact



strength of a blend is possibly improved by adequately controlling the size [30, 32-37] and

size distribution [39-41] of the dispersed phase. This result, therefore, displays a close

correlation of the Ca-it with mechanical properties. A substantial mcrease m the impact strength

is observed beyond the Cent value. For example, in consideration of the fracture behavior of the

blends compatibUized by the low weight copolymer K2 examined above, the Charpy impact

strength increased significantly at interfacial agent concentrations above the critical

concentration for emulsification. However, for Kl, the higher molecular weight interfacial

agent, the increase in impact strength was marginal and did not depend on the concentration of

interfacial agent (Figure 1.2). A distmct effect was also observed, for the blends

compatibilized by K2, above 15 % interfacial modifier (based on the minor phase).
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Figure 1.2: Results of the Charpy tests for blends of 80 % PS and 20 % EPR [I],

compatibilized by Kraton 1651 (Kl) and Kraton 1652 (K2). Values of Gc are reported for
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blends with brittle fracture; values of Gi are presented for the two blends (20 % and 30 % K2)

that showed stable crack propagation in ductile fracture. The arrow shows the approximate

point of transition between brittle and ductile fracture mechanisms, near the critical

concentration for emulsification ( see Figure 1.1.)

Results suggested that a transition from brittle to ductile fracture, along with the

corresponding increase in impact strength, could clearly be seen around 20 % mterfacial agent.

This transition seemed to occur at a concentration of iaterfacial modifier equal to the critical

concentration for emulsification for this blend, and likely corresponded to a state of interfacial

saturation. This transition, however, is not observed with the high molecular weight interfacial

agent; all samples showed a brittle mode of fracture.

The different effects of Kl and K2 on the fracture performance of the blends

compatibilized by these interfacial agents can be readily explained in light of the

morphological analysis. The study of Favis et al. presented that since the high molecular

weight interfacial agent, Kl, does not effectively migrate to the interface, as shown by the

emulsification curve, the interface is not saturated, adhesion is poor and the stress can not be

transferred effectively from the polystyrene to the rubber phase. The interface is weak, and the

samples break m a brittle way, with a low toughness. The K2, in spite of its short chains and

low molecular weight (only 7,500 g/mol for each of the styrene blocks) does saturate the

interface and provides an effective stress transfer across the interface, resulting in a ductUe

fracture mechanism once saturation has been attained (20 % interfacial agent m this case ).

In the present work, with the same purpose of examining the role of the mterfacial

agents, Kl and K2, on the mechanical properties and fracture behavior of the blends, these two

triblock copolymers (Kl and K2 with their different molecular weights: Mn ( Kl) = 174 000
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g/mol and Mn ( K2) = 50 000 g/mol) were studied again for varying the adhesion between

the phases in the blend of Polystyrene/ Ethylene-Propylene Rubber (PS/EPR). In order to

develop this research m a large range of different testing conditions, tensile, compression and

fracture tests will be carried out over various temperatures and loading rates.

In this work, a method using the stress intensity factor was used to examine the

fracture performance of the blends. This method aUows us to determine the fracture resistance

of the blends at crack initiation as well as during the propagation of the crack according to the

KR(Aaeff) curve. The focus is put on the brittle-ductile transition m fracture and on the effects

of time and temperature on the ductile fracture behavior ofPS/EPR blend, modified by various

concentrations of the two different interfacial agents.

Moreover, an attempt at giving a link between the yield behavior with the fracture

process is done by using the Ree-Eyring's model. This model was usually used to predict the

tensile and the compression yield stress of the polymer blends at various temperatures and

loading rates. It has also been shown that the correlation between temperature and loading rate

seems to be controlled by the molecular relaxation according to the Ree-Eyring theory. A

considered relationship between the activation energy AHp in the p process from the Ree-

Eyring equation and the energy barrier AH* of the Arrhenius form controlling the brittle-

ductile transition m fracture performance of the blends, is found to give a relationship between

the yield behavior with the fracture approach.

The following sections will present the major theoretical background using to resolve

the issues discussed above.
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1.2 Fracture characterization of polymers

1.2.1 Introduction

The materials that break in a ductile way under a simple tensile test will unfortunately

be able, under certain conditions and even with weak loading, to produce a dramatic brittle

fracture. The difference m these behaviors is explained by the presence of the preexistent

cracks or of the defects in material and it was discovered in 1892 [44]. The basic concept is

the balance between the decrease m potential energy (related to the release of stored elastic

energy and work done by movement of the external loads) and the increase m surface energy

resulting from the presence of the crack. This concept, developed by Griffith in 1920 [45] was

thus extended to Unear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM). The main assumption ofLEFM is

that the material behaves like a Unear elastic solid. The technique has been found to work well

even for those materials where the region near the crack tip behaves melastically but every

where else shows elastic behavior. The LEFM has been applied widely to the failure of glassy

polymers, e.g., [47-50] and it can clearly describe the break phenomenon properties of

amorphous polymers ia various cases of fracture (static, impact, cracking under a constraint of

fatigue and cracks) [46].

However, LEFM is not appropriate to model the fracture behavior m viscoelastic

media or where extensive plasdcity is present during deformation. In practice, several

polymers dissipate the absorbed energy by creating a plastic deformation at the end of the

crack tip. Among these materials, one can find the ductile multiphase polymers (HIPS, ABS,

the toughened nylon...) and the crystalline polymers appUed m temperatures higher than their

glass transition temperature Uke PP and PE [52]. For these cases, the LEFM has found its

limitation [51] and concepts of post-yield fracture mechanics [42] and several models
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proposed recently [43] can be used to characterize the crack initiation and propagation

resistances of the materials.

The next sections will review some models developed recently for characterization of

the fracture performance of polymers. Subsequently, the method based on the concepts of

post-yield fracture mechanics using in this work wUl be introduced and detailed.

1.2.2 Classification of the fracture modes for polymers

The field of fracture of materials has received much attention and research effort after

several catastrophic failures of major structures, usually made of high strength metaUic

materials. During the two decades foUowiag the second world war, a great number of

investigations were carried out for catastrophic fracture, that has led to the development of

fracture mechanics. Usmg the theories m fracture mechanics developed mainly for metals,

quantitative methods have been proposed for the characterization of the fracture performance

ofpolymers [7-9, 53, 54]. The proposed methods provide a new interpretation of the results of

the common Charpy and Izod tests, but using samples containing a sharp initial crack instead

m order to simulate the presence of a defect m the material. On the other hand, m the Charpy

and Izod tests, only the total energy absorbed by the sample to break can be measured and it is

well known that this value does not directly correspond to the fracture performance of the

material [10, 13, 55]. In the recent years, characterization of the fracture resistance of the

samples has been made by using the different proposed methods based on fracture mechanics,

which are dependent on the type of fracture observed (brittle, semi-ductile, or ductile).

In fact, it has been pointed out that the fracture behavior of polymers is a very complex

process and the fracture performance depends on both the initiation and the propagation of a

defect m the material [2-6]. At various levels of loading rate and temperature, the fracture
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mode and performance can be very different. Depending on the amount of plastic deformation

at the crack tip and the stability of crack propagation, a given polymer can break in a brittle,

semi-ductile, or ductile manner. For each type, an appropriate analysis must be used to

determine the fracture resistance of the blend.

Brittle fracture usually results ia the shattering phenomenon of the part. In this case,

the elastic energy stored m the sample up to the point of fracture is much larger than the

energy dissipated m the creation of the two fracture surfaces. The crack grows m a unstable

manner. Usually, a brittle crack then jumps through the initial craze and onwards, causing

rapid unloading. The excess of energy is transformed into kmetic energy and transferred to the

debris so that they can fly away with a very high speed. In large structures, the kinetic energy

can assist the crack to propagate rapidly without external loading and maybe leads an

unexpected catastrophe. This fracture behavior is a real concern in terms of safety. A method

has been proposed for this mode of fracture to determine the fracture energy at crack initiation.

[7-9].

When the plastic zone at the crack tip becomes significant, the fracture has a semi-

ductile character and a stable crack propagation occurs before unstable fracture. For this mode,

a method using two material parameters has been proposed [10] to characterize the fracture

resistance of the polymer. This method aUows the determination of an average value of the

fracture energy in the stable crack propagation stage and the fracture energy at instability.

The development of copolymers and polymer blends has resulted in materials

exhibiting more and more ductile behavior in fracture. DuctUe fracture generally occurs under

a stable crack propagation, with more plastic deformation. For this mode of fracture, after

initiation, the cracks can only propagate with additional supply of energy by external loads so

that the character of the failure is less catastrophic. For this reason, much effort is being put on
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making plastics tougher. However, toughened plastics exhibit a ductile behavior only under a

certain range of temperature and loading rates. Many polymers regarded as tough under

normal ^ conditions, become brittle when the temperature is lowered or the loading rate is

increased.

Three types of fracture modes in polymers can be classified according to the character

of their load-extension curve, as demonstrated m Figure 1.3 below.

i0^
Brittle

-v Semi- ductile

Ductile

>
Extension

Figure 1.3: Load - Extension curves for different fracture modes ofpolymers

1.2.3 Brittle fracture

The characterization of brittle fracture in polymers was determined from the Turner

and WilMams model [9]. This method is based on the results obtained by fracture mechanics.

In the energy consideration, before a crack begins to propagate, a certain amount of energy

must be provided to the system. The energy balance of a cracked specimen shows that the

strain energy release rate (G), which is the energy available for crack propagation, can be

obtained as followed:
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G=-ip2^ (1-1)
2 A dA

where P is the external force, C is the compliance of the specimen, and A is the crack surface.

At the point of fracture, G reaches the critical value Gc:

G--\^% (1-2)

Pc is the load at fracture initiation. The elastic energy stored in the sample is U = ¥2 PA

where A is the displacement at the load application point.

In the case of brittle fracture, that is, if the fracture takes place at a constant

displacement A, without any additional energy supplied by the external force, the energy

absorbed by the specimen is equal to the strain energy U at fracture, which can be expressed

by:

U = G, —^— (1-3)
'c dC/dA

c
Turner and Williams [9] expressed the term _~\ _ for the Charpy and Izod samples

dC/dA

in the form:

U= G^BD^ (1-4)

where B is the thickness, D is the width of the sample, and <D is a caUbration factor which

depends on the length of the crack and the size of the sample. The parameters <D may be

obtained numerically or determined experimentaUy. The values of 0 for various crack lengths

and sample sizes can be obtained from tables provided in the references [8-9]. By measuring

the energy absorbed after fracture in a series of samples with sharp notches of various lengths,

it is possible to determine Gc from the slope of U vs. BD^ straight Une.
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Brittle fracture is a completely unstable fracture phenomenon. At the point of fracture,

the crack is propagated very quickly without contribution of an additional external work. The

model of Turner and Williams gives satisfactory results for the measurement of the critical

strain energy release rate (Gc) in brittle fracture of various materials such as PE [9,56],

PMMA [8-9], PS [57] and several other materials presented m the reference [58]. Williams et

aL have extended the measurement of Gc ia the case of rupture where a plastic zone at the

crack tip is not negligible [9,59]. By utilization of the effective crack length aeff = 0,0 + r? the

U vs. ADO curve shows a straight line again, except for certaiti conditions or for some

materials, particularly for the semi-crystaUine polymers [60] and the toughened polymers

[61]. In these cases, the observation of the fracture surface showed that there was a mixed

behavior of brittle and ductile fracture [10,60]. The method of J. G. Williams has been found

to be limited to such fracture manners of these polymers and other models could be then

proposed.

1.2.4 Semi-ductile fracture

Linear elastic fracture mechanics has been found not to be applicable any more to the

semi - ductile materials of which the load - displacement curve is illustrated m Figure 1.3. This

curve shows that after attaining the peak the load moves down a Mttle to the break point, due to

a plastic deformation. The method of correction of the plastic zone at the crack tip can not be

appMed correctly because its dimensions are not negligible. In this case, the U vs. BD^ curves

from the model of J. G. WUliams are no longer exploitable [10,60]. The distinction between

the fragile part and the ductile part m a mixed fracture, presented by the ratio of the energy of

crack propagation to the total fracture energy [62], does not help to find the fracture

characteristics of material.
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* Model of Vu-khanh, T. and De Charentenay, F. X. [10]

When the polymer is more ductUe, several steps of stable and unstable crack-

propagation can successively occur during the fracture process of the sample. For this semi-

ductile fracture mode, a method using two material parameters has been proposed to

characterize the fracture resistance ofpolymers [10]. The method takes account of an average

value of the fracture energy during the stable propagation of the crack, as weU as the fracture

energy at instability. In this case, the total energy absorbed by the sample to break, U, has

been shown to be the sum of all the energies dissipated during the various crack propagation

stages occurring m the same sample (Figure 1.4):

total = ^ st{V) ~*~ ^ inst (1) "^ ^rf(2) ~^ ^rnrf(2) +••••••

where the subscripts (1), (2) etc. refer to the first, the second step of stable or unstable crack

growth etc.

Load

B

Notch

Stable

Displacement

(a)

Stable

Unstable

(b)

Figure 1.4: (a) theoretical load-displacement curve of a semi-ductile polymer; (b) fracture

surface showing combmed stable and unstable crack propagadon
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a/ Energy absorbed under stable propagation conditions

Assuming that the variation in Gc during stable propagation is linear, and that the mean

value is G^, the energy absorbed during this stage of propagation can be expressed as follows:

U,w = G.,^ A, (1-6)

(A; = area of stable crack growth)

where i is the i stable propagadon zone. If the Gc variation with crack growth is not linear,

Gst(i) is:

A,

G.w=l-]G,(A)dA
b

^•-^•-la
JG, (A) At (1-7)

b/ Energy absorbed under unstable propagation conditions:

The amount of released energy produced when the crack propagates from ai to 02 is

given by:

a,/D

U,^=BD \G,d(alD~)
a^/D

a^D
-A2^,—JC<1

a,/D

- -L A2 1 _ J_ A2 1
- 2 "<'-2> C(a7D) ~ 2 "(1-2> CC^TD)

If the fracture energy at instability (Ginst) is assumed to be a material constant, the

energy released m this stage of unstable fracture Umst(i) (between ai and 02) can be written as a

function of Gmst-
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U,n^ = G,»., BD9, - G,,,, 5M, ^^ (1-9)

where Qi is the caUbration factor corresponding to the crack length ai.

c/Proposed model for a combined mode fracture

The total energy absorbed by the sample is the sum of all the energies absorbed during

the various crack prop agation stages:

U,« = G,,(» A, + G,.,,BD^ - G^ BD9, C^ID^ + G.,^ A, +... (1-10)

where (1) is the first stable-unstable step.

In the impact test, if the energy lost by the hammer U is equal to the energy absorbed

by the sample Utot may be replaced by the measurement of U obtained on the pendulum after

fracture. For a first approximation, it is possible to neglect the additional energy supplied to

the sample by the hammer after the initial instability. This assumption was also verified by

instrumented impact test [63] and the recorded load-displacement curve showed that the

additional energy supplied by the hammer is very small m comparison with the energy stored

in the sample until the first crack instability. The fracture process takes place as if there were

only one stable crack propagation zone (A^ m Figure 1.5), afterward the remaiamg fractures

are entirely brittle. The energy balance of the combined mode fractures shown above (Equ. 1-

10) can then be reduced to a simpler equation:

U = G., A, + G^flZXD, (1-11)

Then by plotting (U/Ai) vs. (BDd>i/Ai~), Ggi will be obtained by the intercept and Ginst

will be obtained from the slope of this straight line.
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Figure 1.5: Sketch of fracture surface presenting complete brittle fracture after the stable crack

propagation stage.

1.2.5 Ductile fracture

Ductile fracture is characterized by a completely stable propagation and its first

quantitative approach was developed by Rice [64] using the concept of the J-integral with

three-point bending tests at low speed. It is defined as a released energy when the crack starts

to mcrease and is approximately equal to:

2U
J..=

B{D -d)
(1-12)

Begley and Landes suggested that its critical value (Jc) is a criterion of rupture and

showed that it is a property of the material which characterizes the initiation of crack

propagation in ductile materials [65]. The rate of the stability of crack propagation is

expressed using the slope dJ/da, introduced by Paris et al. [66] with the concept of instability,

which is described by a new material parameter T:

E dJ
cr;, da

(1-13)

where Tma^is the tearing modulus of the material.

However, the criterion of the /-integral has limitations. For example, when it is applied

m impact (very high strain rate), the practical tests are very complicated to realize. In the case
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of very ductile polymers, the sample of great dimensions must be required in order to make

the method practicable [65, 68]. In practice, the J-integral technique was used to measure the

fracture toughness at crack initiation [69]. Narisawa mdicated that this concept is not adapted

to toughened polymers [70]. M. K. V. Chan and J. G. Williams suggested the need of another

effective method for controlling the beginning of the crack propagation [67]. Y. W. Mai and

Cotterell proposed a model [71] that presented the total fracture energy Ut as a sum of the

energy at crack initiation Ui and the energy of crack propagation U/ in a tensile test. This

method is applicable only to the polymers that break in a completely ductile manner [72, 73]

and the problems may appear when there is a transition from the state of plane stress to the

state of plane strain [74]. Recently, a new method for the evaluation of impact performance of

ductile polymers using the common Charpy or Izod tests on sharply notched samples has been

proposed by Vu-khanh.

* Model of Vu-Khanh

In fact, several materials which exhibit a ductUe fracture behavior under impact [13,

73] showed that the curve of the absorbed energy U during the stable rupture according to the

area of crack surface A, gives a negative intercept. This inconsistent negative intercept was

also observed in the same way for those of U vs. BD^> curves [13]. For this mode of fracture,

it has been found that the fracture energy is not constant during the crack extension. In ductile

fracture, it has been shown by J-integral measurements for many materials that the energy

dissipated in the fracture process generally increases with crack propagation [75, 76]. Vu-

Khanh, T. has extended the concept of the tearing modulus developed by Paris et al. [66] and

has proposed a new approach taking into account the crack initiation and crack propagation
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energies m the material. The approach assumes that the fracture energy of the polymer with

ductile behavior varies liaearly with crack extension and is given by:

G,=G, + T.A (1-14)

in which Gy is the actual fracture energy, G, is the fracture energy at crack initiation, T

represents the rate of change of G,. with crack extension and A is the fracture surface. Since

the energy absorbed by the specimen is mainly dissipated in the fracture process, the energy

absorbed by the specimen becomes:

U = JG, dA = G, A + }-T, A2 (1-15)
A

From this equation one can obtain G, by the intercept and T^ by the slope of the U I A

versus A plot. Measurement performed under a low loading rate demonstrated that the fracture

energy at crack initiation is in good agreement with that measured by the J-iategral technique.

The model also describes closely the variation of the energy absorbed by the specimen to

fracture with the fracture surface. It demonstrates the cause of the abnormally high value of

the fracture energy and explains the inconsistent negative mtercept of the previous method.

1.3 Relation between energy rate and stress field approaches

In fact, the process of determination of each value of Gc, Gznst (and G st) or Gi (and To),

which correspond to the appropriate model of brittle, semi-ductUe or ductUe fracture behavior

respectively as indicated above, requires normally a set of testing results obtained from at least

10 specimens. In the aim of reducing the number of specimens used for determmiag the

fracture performance of the material, a method based on the tress intensity factor K is used.
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Using the theories m fracture mechanics, the relation between strain energy release rate G and

stress intensity factor K, has been given by [77]:

K2
G = — (plane stress ) (1-16)

K2
and G=—(l-t»2) (plane strain) (1-17)

E

where v is Poisson's ratio and E is the Young modulus of the material.

The plane strain fracture toughness testing requires a small-scale yielding condition,

that is, the crack length, specimen thickness and the specimen width must be much larger than

the plastic zone size at the crack tip (rj,). Based on Irwin's approximation of the radius of the

plane strain plastic zone size:

r.=^fc/ff^ (1-18)

where Kic is the material fracture toughness and ffy is the yield stress. The criteria of validity of

Kic value recommended m the standard procedure ASTM E-399 are:

• crack length a > 2.5 (KiclOyf (1-19)

• specimen thickness B » 2.5 (KiclCy}2 (1-20)

Generally, the stress intensity factor is most often found to be a practical function of

stress and crack length in the form:

K=Y{alD~)a4a (1-21)

where CT is the appUed stress and the function Y(a/D) depends on the configuration of the

cracked component and the geometric characterization of the specimen. In three-point bending

test used in this work, the appMed stress is determined by:
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3 PS
a = __ (1_22)

2BD2

in which P is the applied load, S is the span, B and £> is respectively the thickness and the

width of the sample.

Typical expressions for Y(a/D), corresponding to some of the specimen configurations

are given in [77]. In this work Y(a/D) associated with the three-pomt bending test can be

written by :

,_ 1.99-4-^2.15-3.93^+2.7^)
Y(x) = "\+2x)d-xr1 "'"' (1-23)

in which x = a/D and D is the thickness of three-point bend specimens.

From (1-21), (1-22) and (1-23) it has been fairly found that at certain, stage of stress

and crack length, the stress intensity factor, which represents the fracture performance of

material can be completely determined. Depending on the type of fracture (brittle, semi -

ductile or ductile), one can calculate the fracture resistance of the material at crack initiation as

weU as during the crack propagation.

1.3.1 Fracture characterization at crack mitiation

In consideration of the fracture performance of the material at crack initiation, three

parameters, specified by Kc , Kinst or Ki, which relate to three fracture modes (brittle, semi-

ductile or ductile respectively) must be calculated. The fracture energy at crack initiation, Gc ,

GinstOr Gi represented for these fracture modes can be then obtained from Equ. (1-16) or Equ.

(1-17).
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A/ For brittle behavior:

In brittle fracture mode, the force-deflection curve shows an approximately linear

increase, followed by a sharp fall m Figure 1.6. The energy absorbed by the specimen to

fracture is stored elasticaUy in the sample up to the point of fracture. In this case the crack

grows in an unstable manner and a catastrophic failure can be occurred without any addition

of external charge.

Load

(a.)

0 Deflection

Figure 1.6: Force-Deflection curve m brittle behavior

In this case, the critical value Kc obtained at fracture can be determined from (1-21)

with the form:

K,=Y{aJD)a^a, (1-24)

m which ao is the initial crack length of the specimen. Therefore, it has been found that the

critical value Kc of the brittle manner, with a given initial crack length do of the sample,

depends only on the maximum force Pmax obtained from the test.
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B/ For the type of semi-ductile behavior:

In semi-ductile behavior, several steps of stable and unstable crack propagation can

successively occur during the fracture process. For a first approximation, it is possible to

neglect the additional energy supplied to the sample by the hammer after the first crack arrest.

This assumption was also verified by instrumented impact test and the recorded load-

displacement curve showed that the additional energy supplied by the hammer is indeed very

small in comparison with the energy stored in the sample until the first instability of the crack.

The fracture process takes place as if there were only one stable crack propagation step,

afterward the remaining fracture process is entirely brittle (Figure 1.7).

^>
c^
Q^

Ai

Figure 1.7: Force-Deflection curve m semi-ductile behavior

Deflection

In this case, the value ofKmst corresponding to Gmsh which represents the fracture

energy at instability, can be obtained by:

K^=Y(a,/D)(7^ (1-25)
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where Gi and ai are the flexural stress and the crack length respectively at rupture. The

approximation of ai can be obtained from calculating the compMance Ci = Ai/Pi at fracture

and using afterward the CEB (a/D~) curve, which characterized the type of three point bending

test (AppendbcA).

C/ For the type ofductile behavior:

In this behavior of fracture, the blend unstable fracture does not occur. The crack

propagation is generally completely stable. The entire fracture surface is stress whitened, and

the force-deflection curve shows a gradual decrease following the peak, indicatmg stable crack

growth (Figure 1.8). In this case, after initiation, the cracks can only propagate with additional

supply of energy by external loads so that the character of the failure is less catastrophic.

-?
0^

Ai Deflection

Figure 1.8: Force-Deflection curve m ductUe behavior

For ductile manner, the value of Kf corresponding to d , which represents the fracture

energy at crack initiation can be obtained with the form :

K,=Y{a,/D)a_^ (1-26)
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in which Omax and ai ia the function are the applied stress and the crack length respectively at

the peak. The approximation of ai can be determined from calculating the compliance

Ci=Ai/Pmax at the peak of the force-deflection curve obtained and using afterward the

CEB(a/D) relation which characterized the type of three pomt bending test (Appendix A).

1.3.2 Characterization of the material resistance during crack propaeation

After the initiation, the crack growth resistance during propagation was also measured

by calculating the critical stress mtensity factor as a function of crack extension. This

technique, caUed ^-curve method [78, 79], is often used to characterize the stable crack

extension resistance of thin panels when the plastic deformation ahead of the crack tip is large.

It was found that the mterfacial agents Kl and K2, as regarded previously, had a pronounced

effect on the stable crack extension stage in PS-EPR blends considered.

The critical stress intensity factor during crack propagation is calculated using the

caUbration factor f(a/D) for three-pomt-bend specmiens provided m [80]:

^- PS
'8-5^

/ a€
D

(1-27)

where P is the load, S is the support span and aeff is the effective crack length, which is the

physical crack size augmented for the dimension of the plastic zone ahead of the crack tip.

Considering the Equ. 1-21 and Equ. 1-22, one can note that the Equ. 1-27 above is actually a

resulting formula obtained by combinmg these two equations. At each load level on the load-

deflection diagram (Figure 1.9), the effective crack length {aeff) was calculated from the

instantaneous compliance, C, determined by the secant passing through the origm of the load-

deflection curve as discussed previously [81] (Appendix A).
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10^ (ao)

(Beff)

Deflection

Figure 1.9: Load-Deflection diagram for obtaining aeff durmg the crack propagation

The calculated critical stress intensity factor, which represents the crack growth

resistance of the material, was then plotted as a function of effective crack growth (aej- Oo). It

is worth noting that in order for the K analysis to be valid, the uncracked Ugament of the

specimen must be large to permit the plastic zone to develop. The three-pomt bend specimens

used m this work are relatively small so that the development of the plastic zone is restricted

and the measured critical stress intensity factor must be underestimated. However, even

though this measurement does not represent the true crack growth resistance of the material, it

can be used for the comparison purpose.

Applying the procedure discussed above for determination of fracture performance of

the blend, it is well known that we can determine the appropriate fracture resistance of the

material in certain test condition with only several specimens. In this work a set of 6 samples

will be chosen m order to determine the mean value of stress intensity factor that can be

specified by Kc, Kinst , Ki or Kr dependent on the type of fracture mode of each sample tested.
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1.4 Brittle-ductile transition

It has been weU known that the brittle-ductile transition in fracture behavior is a critical

condition for the application of these materials. In almost all of polymers, Kke the polyamide,

the polypropylene, the polystyrene... the brittle- ductile transition is observed when the

experimental condition (temperature, strain rate, sample geometry, type of applied stress...)

and/or the structural parameters of material (form and size of particles, glass temperature, the

shear modulus...) vary. The material structure as weU as the testing conditions can affect

significantly the fracture mechanisms in various degrees. For a given structure, the fracture

properties of a polymer (or a polymer blend) depend on the temperature and the loading speed

of the test performed. Brittle fracture occurs at the high speed of deformation and/or at low

temperatures. In contrast, the ductile rupture is observed in the range of high temperatures and

low speeds. Between these two modes of rupture, the material exhibits a semi-ductUe behavior

and a stable crack propagation occurs before unstable fracture. At the low loading rates, the

absorbed energy transforms into heat and can be dissipated entirely m the material. But at high

speeds of deformation, transmitted heat does not have sufficient time for its total conduction.

This phenomenon is called the isothermal-adiabatic transition [82]. Changes m temperature

have little effect on the isothermal-adiabatic transition, but have a pronounced effect on the

tough-brittle transition. Figure 1.10 shows the combined effect of the temperature and loading

rate on the fracture performance. The form of each region differs from a polymer to another.

The criterion of this transition from a slow and stable fracture to a high speed and unstable

mode relates generally to the phenomenon of molecular relaxation [83] or to the adiabatic

process at the crack tip [50, 84].
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Figure 1.10: Time-temperature effect on the fracture modes.

In fact, the time-temperature dependence of fracture performance of the polymers as

well as of their blends has been found to be affected by the interface and morphology. When

loading rate increases, the brittle-ductile transition shifts to a higher temperature. This shift is

in agreement with the superposition principle for the time-temperature dependence of the

mechanical properties of polymers. The brittle behavior for temperatures below the transition

implies that the molecular motions are limited. Above the transition temperature, the ductile

behavior of fracture indicates that movements of certain segments or regions of

macromolecules can occur, due to a thermally activated process. This suggests that the brittle-

ductile transition is controlled by an energy activation process that can be expressed by the

Arrhenius equation:

'-MI}
e = A I RT ) (1-28)

where e is the strain rate, A is a constant, AH is the activation energy, R is the gas constant

and T is the absolute temperature. The observed luiear correlation between the brittle- ductile
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temperature Tb-d and ln(e ) discussed in [14, 85] confirms that the brittle- ductile transition m

fracture behavior of polymers is controlled by an energy activation process. Therefore, the

Arrhenius equation can be used to predict the change in fracture behavior in order to avoid

undesirable catastrophic failures m the material. From this equation, the energy barrier AH

controUmg the time-temperature dependence of fracture behavior of the material could be also

deduced.

1.5 Yielding behavior

1.5.1 Introduction

The yielding behavior of polymer materials is of significant practical importance both

m terms of their service performance and m manufacturing processes, such as forming, roUing

and drawing. The relationship between the mechanical properties and micro structures of

polymers has been studied for many years.

In tensile tests, yielding is associated with the onset of significant plastic flow and, on

the molecular scale, it is associated with mterchain sliding, chain separation, chain segmental

motion and chain reconformation [86, 87]. Thus, the yielding process of a polymer is sensitive

to changes m temperature and strain rates [88-90]. In general, such a polymer can be

considered as a viscoelastic material and its yield stress increases with strain rate but decreases

with temperature. Many theories and models have been proposed to describe the yielding

process [91-95]. The yielding process of a polymer is usually regarded as a momentary

condition of pure viscous flow because it denotes the point at which the change of stress with

strain is zero for a given strain rate. It is thus considered to be a thermally activated rate

process mvolvmg inter-and intramolecular motion. Eyring's viscosity theory has been used in
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this case [96, 97]. Although this theory was developed for shear-iaduced viscous liquid flow,

it has been successfuUy used to describe the tensile yielding process of solid polymers [98,

99]. This could be because a ductile material yields under the influence of the resolved shear

stress m a tensile test. Eyring's viscosity theory has been successfully used to describe the

yielding behavior of a number of polymers: for example, polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA)

[100], polyethylmethacrylate (PEMA) [101], iPP [87, 102], polycarbonate [103, 104],

polyvinyl chloride (PVC) [104], polyethylene (PE) [105], polyethylene terephthalate (PET)

[106] and high impact polystyrene (HIPS) [107]. When this theory is used, the change in

activation energy barrier height is considered to be proportional to the yield stress. Frequently,

two thermaUy activated rate processes, named process I (a process) and process II (P process),

have been required to adequately describe the yielding of a polymer over a wide range of

temperatures and strain rates [100-106]. Roetling proposed that process II is associated with

"main chain motion" and process I is a "side chain motion", that is, the movement of the side

group relative to the main chain [100]. However, it is largely still unknown which

micro structural features are associated with these two processes.

1.5.2 Ree-Evrine' s model of the flow of soUds

The flow model of Eyrmg [96, 97] is to correlate the effects of temperature and strain

rate on flow stress, and it seeks to do this from a molecular model of the flow mechanism. It

has been weU known that an atom or a molecule, and, for a polymer, a segment of a

macromolecule, must pass over an energy barrier m moving from one position to another in

the solid. In the absence of stress the segments of the polymer jump over the barrier very
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infrequently and they do so m random directions. The rate of jump can be deduced from the

Arrhenius equation:

(9=^expf^-^ (1-29)
'<

where CQy is the pre-exponential factor, AH is the activation energy, the enthalpy required to

take a mole of segments from the potential well to the top of the barrier, R is the gas constant

and T is the absolute temperature.

The significant point introduced by Eyring is that the application of a shear stress, cr, ,

modifies the barrier height so that, in the direction of the stress, the rate of segment jumpmg,

formerly so slow, now becomes fast enough to give rise to a measurable strain change. When a

constant force is exerted on the system, the energy barrier is mclmed such that the activation

energy for atoms to jump over the barrier is changed. The change m the activation energy is

assumed to be proportional to the load acting on the system [96, 97]. This is the basic

assumption of the Eyrmg theory for rate processes. In the application of a shear stress, <7,, and

•

assuming that the stram rate, e, is proportional to the net flux rate of atoms jumping over the

barrier, one can obtain, the following equation:

-A/n .. 1'a.V1'}
£ = Co exp | —;T— |smh

[ RT ) [ RT
(1-30)

where gg ls the pre-exponential factor and V is known as the activation volume.

Noting that the dominant shear stress in a tensile test is the maximum shear stress, and

at yield point this is o", = o"y/2, equation (1-30) becomes
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:_; ..._f-Aff\_Jff^'
£ = £n exp I —=— I sinh-o —r^ ^^ j—^ ^^ (1-31)

In the analysis of measurement of a^ at varying strain rate, it is preferable to rearrange

equation (1-31) by the form:

'y 1R __-,,-1—=z—smhcy_

T V
£ /Aff
;/^7?TjCo

(1-32)

In the range of high temperatures and low strain rates (ec process), the sinh term can be

simplified to an exponential by the approximation:

sinh X » —exp X .
2' (1-33)

therefore equation (1-32) becomes:

G^ _ ^
T y;

Aff,
RT

^+2.303 log

f • \
2s

e0a.\ - "a yj

(1-34)

m which the indices t and a refer to the tensile test and the a process, respectively.

In the same manner, we can establish the expression of the yield stress in compression

related to the a process:

0, 2R
V:

AH
RT

^+2.303 log

f • \
2e

£"»\ ~ "° /J

(1-35)

It has been showed by Bauwens-Crowet et al. that Equ. (1-34) gave a satisfactory fit to

•

the tensile results of polycarbonate [12]. Plots of ffy/ T against log £y for polycarbonate in a

large range of temperature have been showed. The experimental measurement has also

confirmed the validity of the Eyring model with a set of parallel straight Imes having the same
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slope proportional to I/ V . The activation energy AH of the yield process can be calculated

from the horizontal distances between the straight Hues. This energy has been theoretically

considered to equal the activation energy related to the formation of free volume.

For various polymers, measurements of yield stress over a wide range of temperatures

and strain rates by Bauwens [108-110], Roetling [100-102] and others [111] showed a

nonlinear dependence on log strain rate. In order to adequately describe the yielding process

over a large range of testing conditions, Equ. (1-34) was modified by Ree and Eyriag [98]to

allow multiple processes to be involved. The behavior could, however, be very well

represented by considermg that there are two Eyring processes acting m parallel so that Gy =

cr? + CT2, where (TI and 02 are the stresses associated with process I and process II, respectively.

Thus we obtain the expression of the resultant yield stress in tensile and in uniaxial

compression tests:

^=ff^+°^
T T T

2R
V:

AH
RT

^+2.303 log

f • ^
2e

£^\ - "a /J

2^ . ,-i+ —sinh'Ktl

£ fAH
—exp|
£ o,

RT
(1-36)

0-r
+

T
2R
V:

AH
RT

^+2.303 log

f • \
2s

e^\~ ~" /J

+ 2-R _.-isinhV
£

r
'Aff^

Oi

RT
(1-37)

where V^, Vf , AH p and Eop have the same meanmg as in (1-34) and (1-35) but are related to

P process (process II). Equations (1-36) and (1-37) have been shown to agree well with

experimental data for a number ofpolymers [108-111]. Accordmg to these two equations the

diagram of cr/T versus logarithm strain rate can be divided into two regions: region a where

process I dominated and region (3 where process II is activated. Between region a and region

P, the curve of Gy/T as a function of logarithm strain rate should show a noticeable change in
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slope. This change can be used to find the transition boundary between these two regions by

standard mathematics. When yielding in region a (ie., when the strain rate is low and the

4.606^ , . . ^ /.
temperature is high), the slope is approximately ——;—, whereas m region p d.e.,

a,

strain rate is high and the temperature is low), the approximate slope is 4.606 R
/

1 . 1
-+

[V: V;
For a given temperature, the transition between the two regions is defined as a critical strain

•

rate ep, at which the slope of a/T equals the average of the above two approximate slopes. It

can be found that the critical strain rate is:

e^expf-^l (1-38)2 """ I RT

The values of the parameters {V^ ,Aff^, £3 , V^ ,AHp, EQ ) characterized the yielding

process of a polymer (or a polymer blend) could be estimated from the diagram of Gy/T versus

logarithm strain rate due to a procedure that is presented in Appendix B.
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CHAPTER 2

EXPERIMENTAL

2.1 Materials

The system investigated consists of a matrix of polystyrene (PS), supplied by Dow

Chemical (Styron D685), and a mmor phase of ethylene-propylene rubber (EPR), a random

copolymer containing 54% ethylene, supplied by Exxon Chemical (Vistalon V-504). The

mterfacial agents were supplied by Shell: they consist of two styrene/ ethylene- butylene/

styrene (SEBS) triblock copolymers ( Kraton 1651 and 1652, referred to as Kl and K2,

respectively), containing 29% styrene. The number average molecular weights of Kl and K2

are 174,000 and 50,000 g/mol, respectively. They are essentially monodisperse. The ethylene-

butylene block contains about 35 to 40% polybutylene; the high polybutylene content inhibits

the crystaUization of the copolymer. Some properties of these materials are listed m Table 2.1

Table 2.1: Properties of materials

Material

PS
EPR

K1
K2

Commercial

name

Styron D 685

Vistalon V-504

Kraton1651

Kraton1652

Mn

(g/mol)
125,000

69,000

174,000

50,000

Mw

(g/mol)
275,400

173,000

Density

(g/ml)
1.05

0.85

0.91

0.91

Tg
(°C)
108
-38
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2.2 Sample preparation and identification

The PS matrix and EPR minor phase were blended in volumetric proportion of 80: 20.

The matrix, minor phase and mterfacial agent were blended usmg a Leistritz AG twin-screw

extmder, model 30.34 (L/D = 28) operatiag at 100 RPM. The temperature of the screws and

the die was maiutained at 200 C. The extmdate was then quenched in cold water and

granulated. Blends were prepared with interfacial agent concentrations of 0, 2.5, 5, 10, 15, 20

and 30% based on the minor phase. Thus, the sample denoted as Kl-10 has the foUowmg

composition: 80 parts PS, 20 parts EPR, and 2 parts (10% EPR content) Kraton 1651.

Likewise K2-20 has a composition of 80 parts PS, 20 parts EPR, and 4 parts (20% of EPR

content) Kraton 1652. About 0.1% weight oflrganox 1010 antioxidant (Ciba-Geigy) was also

added to the blends.

The granules were then molded into 6mm thick plates using a Battenfeld 80-ton

injection molding machine, equipped with a Unilog 8000 interface. Injection moldmg

conditions are given in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2: Injection molding conditions

Temperature profile (°C)

Mold temperature (°C)

Injection pressure (bar)

Injection speed (mm/s)

Screw speed (rpm)

Holding time (s)
Holding pressure (bar)

Back pressure (bar)

Metering stroke (mm )

Cooling time (s)

240/230/210/180
60
145

70 (20)
40 (35)
10(20)

50(100)
1

75 (45.5)
20 (60)
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2.3 Testing procedure

2.3.1 Tensile tests

The tensile test specimens were prepared according to ASTM - D638M, the test

method for tensile properties of plastics. The sample dimensions were demonstrated in Figure

2.1. Traction tests were performed at five loading rate levels of 1 mm/mm, 10 mm/min, 50

mm/min, 100 mm/mm and 200 mm/min on an Instron Automatic Material Testing System,

Model 4206. These tests were also carried out at a large range of temperatures from 25°C to

70 C using a temperature chamber. The temperature was measured with a thermometer placed

near the specimen in the chamber; the tests were made after the specimen had remained for Ih

at the required temperature.

The different test conditions presented above were applied for four various blends of

Kl (Kl-5, Kl-15, Kl-20 and Kl-30) and five blends ofK2 ( K2-2.5, K2-5, K2-10, K2-15 and

K2-30) iti order to examine the effect of strain rate and temperature on mechanical properties

of these materials.

150

115 ± 5

^^
r-1^

60 ± 0.5

Q(Sl

3.11

Figure 2.1: Dimensions oftensile specimens according to ASTM- D638M
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The yield stress c?t in tensile tests was calculated from the load L at the first load

maximum on the load extension curve. The cross-sectional area at the yield point is calculated

from the strain Ei at the yield assuming that the specimens deformed homogeneously at

constant volume up to this point. Thus:

a,=fL/AJ(7+£j (2-1)

where Ao is the original cross-sectional area. The nominal strata rate was calculated from the

initial gauge length and the crosshead speed of the Instron.

2.3.2 Compression tests

The compression yield behavior of PS/EPR/IA blends has been investigated, over a

wide range of experimental condition that cannot be reached m tensile tests due to the brittle

nature of the blends.

The compression test pieces were of 7 x 6 mm cross-section and they were paraUel-

sided with a length of 10 mm. Compression tests were performed between carefully polished

and lubricated steel plates. The higher plate was connected with the tensile load cell of the

Instron testing machiae and the whole compression system was placed inside the temperature

chamber which allowed us to regulate the temperature to - 80 C. In consideration of the

influence of temperature and loading rate, the compression tests were also performed over four

decades of strain rates and at temperatures in the range of (-75 C to 100 C). These uniaxial

compression tests have been applied for 3 blends ofKl (Kl-2.5, Kl-10 and Kl-20).

The yield stress Go in compression tests was calculated also from the load L at the first

load maximum on the load extension curve. However, with assuming that the specimens
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deformed homogeneously at constant volume up to the yield point, the cross-sectional area at

the yield point was calculated by:

Ac=Aa/(l-£c) (2-2)

where Ao is the origioal cross-sectional area and £c is the strain at the yield. Thus:

\(Jc\=(L/Aa)(l-£c) (2-3)

2.3.3 Three point bending tests on the Instron machine

Three pomt bending tests were performed on an Instron Automated Material Testing

System, IVtodel 4206. The samples were cut out of 6 mm thick plates to a length and width of

50 mm and 10 mm respectively using a ribbon saw (ASTM - D790M). The shape and

dimensions of the specimens were demonstrated m Figure 2.2. The initial crack created m the

specimen had a length varying between 10% and 80% of specimen width. A pre-notch was

first made with a bend saw and the final cut was done by forcing a razor blade into the

specimen with a vise. The tests were carried out at various temperatures using a temperature

chamber.

J^
~c T s

L=

1
=40 mm

50mm

~( T

~^~'
11
Q '

E

\

f

= 6 mm

Figure 2.2: Shape and dimensions of the three point bending and Charpy specimens
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In this work, the three point bending tests were carried out to examme the effect of the

mterfacial agents (Kl and K2 ) on the brittle-ductile transition in fracture behavior. For this

purpose, three various blends of Kl (Kl-2.5, Kl-10 and Kl-20) and three blends of K2 (K2-

2.5, K2-15 and K2-20) were used. In consideration of the influence of loading rate, these tests

were performed at four loading rate levels of 1 mm/min, 10 mm/min, 100 mm/mia and 200

mm/min and over a large range of temperatures m which the blends change their fracture

behavior from brittle to ductile.

Another examination, as noted previously in the mtroduction part, was to put the focus

on the ductile fracture behavior of the blends considered. For this purpose, the three point

bending tests were once again carried out for five various blends ofKl (Kl-2.5, Kl-5, Kl-15,

Kl-20 and Kl-30) as weU as two blends ofK2 (K2-20 and K2-30) at the loading speed of 100

mm/mm and in a temperature range above the room temperature. By a calculating procedure,

as introduced in the previous section, the fracture resistance of each blend, not only at the

mitiation of crack but also during the crack propagation, could be determined and analyzed.

This result was also an important aspect to consider and compare the contribution of the two

interfacial agents Kl and K2 on fracture performance of the PS/EPR/AI blends.

2.3.4 Impact tests ( Charpy tests)

The impact test specimens of 6mm x 10mm x 50 mm (Figure 2.2) were cut out from

the molded 6 mm thick plates. A sharp notch was also created in the specimens to analyze the

fracture performance m terms of crack growth resistance. A pre-notch was first made by a saw

cut and the fmal notch m the specimen was created by forcing a razor blade into the specimen

m a special jig. The notch depth was varied from 10% to 80% of the specimen width.
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Three point bending impact tests (Charpy tests) were done on a Monsanto Plastic Impact

Machine, which was shown in Figure 2.3.

am

Figure 2.3: Monsanto Plastic Impact Machine

The calculated hammer speed at the beginning of the impact was 2.5 m/s. The testing

temperature was varied between -10 C and 90 C using a temperature chamber. The striker of

the impact machine was instrumented with the load captor and the load-time signal during

impact was recorded by a DATA-6000 acquisition system, as shown m Figure 2.4. To reduce
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the bouncmg effect of the sample on the striker in impact, a small amount of plasticme was

placed on the striker.

Figure 2.4: Impact machine with the DATA-6000 acquisition system
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CHAPTER 3 :

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the results obtained from the experimental data and their analysis based

on the application of the theoretical models introduced in Chapter 1 (Theoretical background)

will be presented. AU experimental results, as shown by the data curves for the observed

blends are demonstrated in Appendices.

The first section m this chapter shows the results obtained from the fracture tests

mcluding three-point bendmg tests preformed on the Instron machme and the Charpy impact

tests. The focus is put on the brittle-ductile transition m fracture of the PS/EPR/SEBS blends

as well as the ductile fracture resistance of these materials. The effect of two triblock

copolymers Kl and K2, acting as the iaterfacial agents, on fracture performance of the blends

will be considered and compared together.

In the second and the third sections, the results obtained from the tensUe and

compression tests wiU be shown. The Ree-Eyring model is used to study and predict the

yielding behavior of the blends for both tensile and compression data. An analysis of the Ree-

Eyrmg constants characterizmg the blends m a and P yielding processes is carried out to

verify the validity of the Ree-Eyring theory for tensile and compression tests. Link between

the yielding behavior and fracture field will be attempted to establish.

3.2 Results obtained from fracture tests

The fracture behavior of a blend of 80 volume % polystyrene (PS) and 20% ethylene-

propylene rubber (EPR), modified by two triblock copolymers of styrene/ ethylene- butylene/

styrene (SEBS), of different molecular weights has been studied recently. Favis et al. [I], by
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examining the emulsification curve, suggested obviously that the lower molecular weight

mterfacial agent, K2, is more effective at reducing the particle size than the high molecular

weight copolymer, Kl. The Impact tests performed subsequently showed that for the blends

modified with K2, a transition m fracture mechanisms, from brittle to ductile, occurs around

20% ititerfacial agent (based on the volume of the minor phase). This transition, however, is

not observed with the high molecular weight mterfacial agent (Kl). Odje, S., in his thesis

[112], presented the same significant effects of the iaterfacial agents, Kl and K2, on the

impact fracture behavior of the PS/EPR blends. Compatibilizing the PS/EPR blends by these

copolymers, acted as the coupling agents, resulted in an improvement of the impact fracture

resistance of the blends. This result can be reviewed briefly m Figure 3.1 below.
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Figure 3.1: Results of the Charpy tests for blends of 80 % PS and 20 % EPR,

compatibUized by Kl and K2 [1]. Values of Gc are reported for blends with brittle fracture;
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values of G( are presented for the two blends (20 % and 30 % K2) that showed stable crack

propagation in ductile fracture. The arrow shows the approximate point of transition between

brittle and ductile fracture mechanisms, near the critical concentration for emulsification.

In the foUowmg section, with the same purpose of examining the role of the iaterfacial

agents, Kl and K2, on the mechanical properties and fracture behavior of the blends, a method

using the stress intensity factor was used to examine the fracture performance of the blends.

This method allows us to determine the fracture resistance of the blends at crack initiation as

well as during the propagation of the crack according to the K^Aaeff) curve ( See section 1.3

m Chapter 1: "Theoretical background"). The focus is put on the brittle-ductile transition in

fracture and on the ductile fracture characterization of PS/EPR blend, modified by various

concentrations of these two different interfacial agents. The influence of time and temperature

is considered by performing the tests in a different range of loading rate and temperature. The

results obtained from the method using the stress intensity factor m this work will be

compared later with the three fracture models, which have been proposed and used recently by

Vu-Khanh, T. [43].

3.2.1 Brittle- ductile transition- Arrhenius equation

In this study, the tests were performed on six different blends: three ofKl (Kl-2.5, Kl-

10, and Kl-20) and three of K2 (K2-2.5, K2-15 and K2-20). In consideration of the influence

of loadmg rate, these tests were performed at five loading rate levels of 1 mm/min, 10

mm/mm, 100 mm/mm, 200 mm/mm, 2.5 m/s (Charpy ttnpact test) and over a large range of

temperatures ia which the blends change their fracture behavior from brittle to ductile.

Depending on the loading rate and temperature, the fracture mode and performance can be
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very different. For instant, a given polymer can break in a brittle, semi-ductile or ductile

manner. Figures 3.2 to 3.4 show examples of three different fracture behaviors observed m the

K2-15 samples under the loading rate of lOOmm/min. at various temperatures. Brittle fracture

occurs at low temperature, up to about -75 C and ductile fracture takes place at higher

temperature, from about -65°C. Between these temperatures, semi-ductile fracture is observed.

At low temperature, below -75°C of the blend, there is Uttle or no toughenmg, and fracture is

quite brittle; the force-deflection curve shows an approximately linear increase, followed by a

sharp faU (Figure 3.2). As the temperature is raised, a yield zone of increasmg length forms

near the tip of the notch, and toughness therefore increased steadily. This yield zone is usually

stress whited, owing to crazing or cavitation; the remainder of the fracture surface is rough and

broken. Yielding at the notch dp is reflected m non-liaearity in the force-deflection curve,

which is again followed by a sharp drop. This phenomenon is also known under the name s'

semi-ductile ss behavior of the material (Figure 3.3). In this case the reported value

corresponds to the fracture energy at instablility, Kmst' A further increase in test temperature

causes a third transition in fracture behavior. The entire fracture surface is stress whitened, and

the force-deflection curve shows a gradual decrease following the peak, indicatmg stable crack

growth (Figure 3.4). It is clear that significant amount of energy are absorbed both before and

after the initiation of a crack. Some workers regard this as true tough behavior. In the same

way, all other samples can exhibit the brittle, semi-ductile or ductile behavior of fracture,

depending on the temperature and loading speed of the test.
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Figure 3.2 : Load-deflection curve for K2-15 blend at T= -75 °C and V = 100 mrn/min.
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Figure 3.3 : Load-deflection curve for K2-15 blend at T= -60 C and V = 100 mrn/min.
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Figure 3.4 : Load-deflection curve for K2-15 blend at T= -40 °C and V = 100 mrn/min.
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The brittle-ductile transition for aU compositions was given in Table 3.1. Adding an

mterfacial agent results in a lower temperature at brittle-ductile transition. In the range of

mterfacial agents from 2.5 % to 20 %, the more elastomer content should conduct the lower of

brittle- ductUe transition temperature. This effect can be observed for both two types of

mterfacial agent as represented also in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Temperatures ( C) at brittle-ductile transition for various blends:

V=100 mm/min

Impact

K1-2.5

-25 ±5

60 ±10

K1-10

-35 ±5

55 ±5

K1-20

-40 ±5

40 ±10

K2-2.5

-60±10

30 ±10

K2-15

-70 ±5

25 ±10

K2-20

0±5

It is worth noting that one can not base only on the single values of fracture energy to

determine the impact performance of the material but the type of crack propagation should also

be considered. With the same value of Kc, Kmst or Kz, the material exhibiting a stable crack

propagadon performs better m terms of fracture resistance since after initiation, fracture can

only continue with further supply of energy by external load. Whereas in the case of brittle

fracture, the crack accelerates without any additional supply of energy from the external forces.

The character of crack propagation is therefore also important in determmmg fracture

performance.

From the relations K= f(T), presented from Figure C.l to figure C.ll m Appendix C, it

can be seen that with all compositions the fracture performance of the modified blends iti the

temperature range studied is higher than that of the non-compatibilizied blend (NC). In these

figures, the values of the strain energy release rates Gc, Gmst, and Gi corresponding to three

fracture modes of the blend were determined from Kc, Kinst, and Ki according to Equa. (1-17)

in Chapter 1. Over the temperature range studied and with loading rate of lOOmm/mm. the
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fracture resistance of all compositions for both two types of Kl and K2 increases with the

increase in temperature. This increase is most significant withm the zone of transition

temperature, that is represented by a steep slope of the curve K(T). Figure 3.5, for example,

shows this pronounced increase in fracture resistance as the fracture manner changes from

brittle to ductile for Kl-20 blends.

• Brittle (Kc) • Semi-ductile (Kinst) A Ductile (Ki)

E 3.0

-60 -50 -40 -30 -20 -10 0

Temperature ( C)

Figure 3.5: Variation of the stress intensity factor, K, as a function of temperature at V= 100

mm/mm for Kl-20 blend.

With a blend having more content of interfacial agent, a steeper slope of the curve K(T)

within the transition region can be found as showed from Figure C.l to Figure C.5 (Appendbc

C). Moreover, for all compositions considered m the region of the transition where semi-

ductile behavior must be observed, an increase m elastomer content gave an increase m Kmst of

material for loading rate of lOOmm/min., as showed in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2: Fracture resistance (Kinst (MPa.V/n)) of blends m the region of brittle-ductile

transition for tests at loading rate of lOOmm/min.

Blends

Kjnst

K1-2.5

1.8

K1-10

1.93

K1-20

2.26

K2-2.5

2.32

K2-15

3.03

However, this influence is not fairly observed under impact tests. For these samples

considered under impact tests (at the loading speed of 2.5 m/s), the values of stress intensity

factor did not increase gradually with the increase in temperature. As the temperature

increases, a semi-ductile behavior is generally observed at the region of the peak, before the

onset of ductile fracture (Figure 3.6). The same observation can be showed for aU blends

studied from Figure C.6 to C. 11 in Appendix C. These figures also demonstrate that at the

room temperature, all the samples fracture m an unstable manner except those containmg 15%

and 20% of the K2 iaterfacial agent. The result confirms again experimental data of the impact

test obtained from the recent works ofFavis, B. D. as well as those of Odie, S. in his thesis.

• Brittle (Kc) •Semi-ductile (Kinst) ADuctile(Ki)

T—I—T
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

Temperature (°C )

Figure 3.6: Variation of the stress intensity factor, K, as a function of temperature at V=2.5

m/s (Impact test) for Kl-20 blend.
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Furthermore, it can be seen that when the velocity of loading increases, the brittle-

ductile transition shifts to a higher temperature. This shift is in agreement with the time-

temperature superposition principle for the mechanical properties of polymers. As loading

speed increases from lOOmm/min to 2.5m/s, the shift m the transition temperature is

significant for aU compositions of both Kl and K2.

The observed peak m fracture energy has been reported m the literature and has often

been related to the molecular relaxation of the polymer [113-117]. The brittle behavior for

temperatures below the transition impUes that the molecular motions are limited. Above the

transition temperature, the ductile behavior of fracture indicates that movements of certain

segments or regions of macromolecules can occur, due to a thermally activated process. The

observed peak m Ki can therefore be mduced by the relaxation m the irreversible deformation

prior to fracture, m a similar manner to the peak of the loss factor in viscoelasticity. This

confirms previous finding [14, 85] and suggests that the brittle-ductile transition is controlled

by an energy activation process that can be expressed by the Arrhenius equation:

e=Aexpfr^-] (3-1)I RT )
•

where e is the strain rate, A is a constant, AH is the activation energy, R is the gas constant

and T is the absolute temperature. For three-pomt-bend samples, by ignormg the effect of the

crack, the nommal strain rate can be estimated by:

VD
s2s = 6 ^ (3-2)

where Vis the speed of loading, D is the specimen width, and S is the span. Equation (3-1) can

be rearranged as:
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Ine =A -
AH
RT

(3-3)

In order to take into account the effect of loading rate, the temperatures at brittle-

ductile transition, Tb-d, for the blends were determined at different loading rate levels of

Imm/mia., 10 mm/mm., lOOmm/min., 200 mm/min. and 2.5 m/s (impact tests). Figure 3.7

•

shows the plot of ln(e ) as a function of the temperature at brittle-ductile transition Tb-d for

•

Kl-2.5. The result demonstrates a linear relationsMp between 1/T^and ln(e ) and suggests a

good application of the Arrhenius equation m the fracture transition study. This observation is

also be found clearly for the other blends (Kl-10, Kl-20, K2-2.5 and K2-15) considered m

this work (Figures C.12 to C.16 in Appendix C). The observed Unear correlation between the

•

inverse brittle- ductile temperature 1/Tb-d and ln(e ) confirms that the brittle-ductile transition

m fracture behavior of the PS/EPR blends, modified by the mterfacial agents Kl and K2, is

controlled by an energy activation process. Therefore, the Arrhenius equation can be used to

predict the change m fracture behavior ia order to avoid undesirable catastrophic failures m

the material.
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Figure 3.7: Plot ofln(e ) against 1/Tb-d for Kl-2.5 blend.
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Furthermore, from the slope and the intercept of the plot of ln(e ) against 1/Tb-d, the

energy barrier AH controlling the dme-temperature dependence of fracture behavior of the

material as well as the constant A could be also deduced. The values of AH and A obtained for

various blends are shown in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3: Values of AH and A ofEq. (3-3) for different blends modified with the interfacial

agents Kl and K2.

Blends

K1-2.5

K1-10

K1-20

K2-2.5

K2-15

AH(kJ/mol.)

71.87

52.08

50.56

45.21

38.37

Constant A (1/s)

2.18E+13

1.84E+10

1.77E+10

5.82E+09

5.02E+08

From the results in Table 3.3 above, it can be seen that the interfacial agent reduces the

energy barrier of the blends. For the blends compatibilized by K2 mterfacial agent, the

decrease in the activation energy AH controlling the tmie-temperature dependence of the

fracture process is more significant, resulting m a much lower in the brittle- ductile transition

temperature. The difference between AH of Kl and K2 samples clearly shows that plasticizing

effect of the SEBS triblock copolymer is more significant with a lower molecular weight. This

effect is somehow similar to that of plasticizers in polymers. The plasticizing effect might be

responsible for the higher impact performance observed with K2 mterfacial agent as reported

m[l].
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3.2.2 Fracture performance of the blends in ductile behavior

While of considerable practical importance, the fracture characterization of ductile

plastics is still a controversial subject. It has been known that when the material exhibits a

ductile behavior m fracture, unstable fracture does not occur. The crack propagation is

generally completely stable with additional supply of external energy. For this mode of

fracture a method based on the assumption of constant fracture energy during the fracture

process has been proposed. The energy absorbed by the sample is considered to be

proportional to the fracture surface area. For many ductile plastics, this method often gives

abnormally high values of fracture energy. Further more, an inconsistent negative intercept of

the absorbed energy versus fracture surface plot is generally observed. Recently, a new

approach taking into account the crack initiation and crack propagation energies m the

material has been proposed by Vu-khanh [13]. This model, which uses two parameters G, (the

fracture energy at crack initiation) and T^ (the rate of change of actual fracture energy G

with crack extension), was able to describe the fracture performance in ductile behavior of

many polymers and blends [1, 13, 14, 55]. However, the model requires at least a series from

10 to 12 samples for the fracture characterization at each testing condition (of temperature and

loading rate). This seemed to be a disadvantage because of the lack of samples provided m this

work. Therefore, another method based on the correlation between the fracture energy and

stress field approach (Section 1.3 m Chapter 1: "Theoretical background") is applied in the

present study for examiamg the fracture resistance of the PS/EPR/SEBS blends over a large

range of strata rate and temperature. The results are then also compared to those obtained from

the recent studies [1, 112] of the same material for confirming the validity of the method using

in this research. For the purpose of considering the ductile fracture behavior of the blends, the
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three point bending tests were once again carried out for five various blends of Kl (Kl-2.5,

Kl-5, Kl-15, Kl-20 and Kl-30) as well as two blends ofK2 (K2-20 and K2-30) at the loading

speed of 100 mm/mia and m a temperature range above the brittle-ductile transition. By a

calculating procedure, as mtroduced m the previous section, the fracture resistance of each

blend, not only at the initiation of crack but also during the crack propagation, could be

determined and analyzed.

Table 3.4 shows values of the stress intensity factor at crack initiation, Ki, for the

blends compatibUized by various Kl and K2 contents. From the results, it can be found that

when temperatures increase from 10°C to 70°C, Ki,, presented the fracture performance at

crack initiation of the material, reduce for aU of the blends examined. This decrease in rupture

resistance at crack initiation of the blends fractured in ductile manner is demonstrated in

Figure 3.8. It is worth noting that addition of interfacial agents (Kl and K2) results m an

improvement of the fracture resistance at crack initiation of PS/EPR blend and this effect has

been found clearly around the room temperature. Particularly, the lower molecular weight

interfacial agent, K2, is more effective at mcreasmg the fracture resistance at crack iaitiation

than the high molecular weight copolymer, Kl (Table 3.4). However, m the region of high

temperature, adding more interfacial agents might not to lead an apparent increase m fracture

performance due to a larger plastic zone developed during the thermally activated process m

front of the crack tip. This is shown obviously m the case of K2-20 and K2-30 blends, which

have a high fracture resistance of 2.91 and 3.63 (mPa.m) respectively at the temperature of

10°C but drop drastically to 1.54 and 1.88 (mPa.ml/2) as the temperature goes up to 70°C. The

results confirm again that adding the interfacial agents at high concentrations results m a

plasticizing effect of the polystyrene matrbc and a reduction in the energy barrier controUmg
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the fracture process. The plasticizing effect is more significant with the low molecular weight

mterfacial agent and would have a strong contribution to the higher impact performance

observed with K2 mterfacial agent as reported in [1].

Table 3.4: Values of Ki (Mpa. -\/m ) for the blends at various temperatures with V=100 mm/min
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1.66

1.61
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K1-5

2.63

2.35

1.92

1.93

1.79

K1-15

2.46

2.39

2.16

2.07

1.86

1.69

K1-20

2.75

2.67

2.12

1.90

1.71

1.67

K1-30

2.75

2.54

2.38

2.12

1.99

1.88

K2-20

2.91

2.67

2.10

1.71

1.58

1.54

K2-30

3.63

3.15
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Figure 3.8: Fracture resistance at crack initiation (T^-) versus temperature for the blends

modified with various interfacial agent contents of Kl and K2.
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The fracture energy during the crack propagation can be characterized by calculating

the variation of the critical stress intensity factor during crack extension. This variation is also

called the crack growth resistance curve or ^-curve [78]. It has been shown that there is a

unique relationship between the amount of crack extension and the applied stress intensity

factor for a given thickness. 7?-curve is often used to characterize the crack growth resistance

of materials in which plastic deformation is large; and as the crack grows, the resistance to

fracture increases due to the increased volume of plastically deformed material ahead of the

crack tip. The R-curve is now an ASTM standard procedure [118] for Center-Cracked Tension

panel (CCT), Compact Specimen (CS) and the Crack-Ltae-Wedge-Loaded specimen (CLWL).

For three-pomt-bend specimens, the determination of the variation of the critical stress

intensity factor with crack extension requires the determination of the specimen compliance

versus the crack length. The compliance calculation and R-curve determination are given in

Appendix A. Figure 3.9 shows R-curves for the blends modified with various mterfacial agent

contents at the room temperature and with the loading rate of 100 mm/mm. The crack

extension resistance, KR, is plotted against the effective crack length determined by the secant

method ( see Appendix A); the effective crack length being the physical crack size augmented

for the effects of crack tip plastic deformation. The modulus used for the calculation of the

effective crack length a,eff is the effective modulus determined from the initial slope of the

load-displacement trace as discussed in [79, 81, 119, 120].
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Figure 3.9: Crack growth resistance (KR~) versus effective crack extension (Aaeff) for the

blends modified with various mterfacial agent contents of Kl and K2.

It has been shown from the results that as the crack grows, the fracture resistance of the

observed blends increases and seems to approach a certain maximum value, Ksmax- This

increase in the fracture resistance during the crack propagation was observed previously [119,

120] and regarded as a result concerned to the increased volume of plastically deformed

material ahead of the crack tip. For the blends considered, adding more mterfacial agents of

both Kl and K2 leads to an improvement of the fracture performance of the material during

the crack propagation, represented by a shift to a higher position of the 7?-curve (Figure 3.9). .

This demonstrates the considerable enhancement of fracture resistance of the PS/EPR blend

when it is remforced by up to 30 percent of triblock copolymers of Kl and K2. In the case of

the blends compatibilized by the higher molecular weight interfacial agent, Kl, as the content

of Kl increase, the 7?-curve shifts up, attains the highest position at 20 % Kl and goes down
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afterwards. This transition, however, is not observed with K2 mterfacial agent; the fracture

resistance of K2-30 during the crack propagation is higher than that of K2-20 and significantly

higher than the fracture resistance of all Kl blends. The result also shows that the low

molecular weight interfacial agent, K2, is more effective at miproving the fracture

performance of the PS/EPR blends than Kl. This distinct effect of K2-20 and K2-30 blends on

the fracture resistance during the crack propagadon seems to be due to the ability of saturating

the interface of the low molecular weight interfacial agent, K2, and agreed with the results

obtained from the impact fracture study of these materials in [1, 112]. It can be presented

obviously with the maximum values of KR for the Kl and K2 blends as shown in Table 3.5

below.

Table 3.5: Maximum values of crack growth resistance for Kl and K2 blends at 25°C (loading

rate of 100 mm/min.)

Blends

KR,ax(MPa.m1/z)

K1-2.5

2.55

K1-5

2.67

K1-20

3.15

K1-30

2.99

K2-20

3.1

K2-30

3.67
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3.3 Results obtained from tensile tests in a process

The yield stress was measured at different temperatures from 25 C to 70° C and at five

strain rates from 3.33 x 10 to 6.67 x 10~2 s (1 mm/mm. to 200 mm/mm.) for four various

blends ofKl (Kl-5, Kl-15, Kl-20 and Kl-30) and five blends ofK2 (K2-2.5, K2-5, K2-10,

•

K2-15 and K2-30). The plots of a IT as a function of log &y for these blends are given from

Figure D.l to Figure D.9 in Appendix D. These figures show a good agreement between

experimental data and the Eyrmg's theory expressed by Equa. (1-34) (in Chapter 1) for both

types of interfacial agent Kl and K2. For example, Figure 3.10 gives a presentation of the

•

linear correlation between a IT and log £y for Kl-5 blend. With all compositions of

mterfacial agent for both Kl and K2, a set of parallel straight lines havmg almost the same

•

slope is obtained. From these figures it can be seen that a IT increases luiearly with log Cy.

This result demonstrates the fact that the yield stress is fairly loading rate dependent. The

•

linear correlation between a IT and log £y is found with aU concentrations of the mterfacial

agent (for both Kl and K2) applied m the blend.
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Figure 3.10: Variation of o" IT as a function of log^g £y at different temperatures for Kl-5 blend
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However, the slope of the plots is different when the content of interfacial agents (IA)

changes, as showed in Table 3.6. It is worth noting that for all concentrations of IA, the slope

0\, ^
of the plot — | log e \ decreases gradually as the composition of IA in the blend increases.

By referring to Equ. (1-34), one can note that the value of this slope is proportional to

(l/y")and equal to (2x2.3037?/y+). With both types of Kl and K2, an increase in

copolymer additive gave a decrease in the variation of the yield stress with loading rate. The

result confirms the less effect of loading rate on the yield stress for the more ductile polymers.

Table 3.6: Value of the slope d (o\ /T) / d (log £y) for various IA contents

Blends

2x2.3037?

r
(MPa.s/K)

Kl

Kl-5

0.0223

Kl-15

0.0208

Kl-20

0.0207

Kl-30

0.0199

K2

K2-2.5

0.0251

K2-5

0.0246

K2-10

0.0241

K2-15

0.0234

K2-30

0.02218

Furthermore, the good agreement between the Eyrmg's model and experimental

measurement also points out that the activation volume V and activation enthalpy AH

expressed in Equ. (1-34) seem to be the characters of the material and almost constant in a

large range of temperatures and strain rates. From the Figures D.l to D.9, the activation

volume Vv can be easily calculated from the slope of the straight lines whereas the activation

energy AH of the yield process can be deduced from the horizontal distances between the

•

straight luies. In addition, the Imear relationship between (T^ IT and log £y for all the
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observed blends at the range of tensile testing conditions considered above shows clearly that

these materials exhibit a yielding behavior in only the a process (See 1.5.2 in Chapter 1).

Table 3.7 demonstrates the value of V^ and AH ^ calculated for various compositions of Kl

and K2; the indices t and a refer to the tensile test and the a process, respectively. The

experimental data from Table 3.7 shows that when the proportion of IA m the blend augments,

the value of the activation volume V^' increases whereas to the contrary, the value of the

activation enthalpy AH seems to go down lightly.

Table 3.7: Value of V^' (per jumping segment) and AH ^ for different IA contents

, V,:
[nm

AS.
{KJ/mol)

Kl
Kl-5

2.85

145

Kl-15

3.05

133.1

Kl-20

3.07

129

Kl-30

3.20

134

K2
K2-2.5

2.54

128

K2-5

2.59

124.5

K2-10

2.64

119

K2-15

2.72

115.4

K2-30

2.87

107.2

Indeed, as discussed previously [12], the free volume V^ is considered as a region

containing n segments of macromolecules simultaneously activated and leading to yield

deformation. The result obtamed from the Table 3.7 could be explained by the meaning that an

increase m copolymer additive would produce a larger region of more segments of

macromolecules activated in the yield process, causing a relative increment m the free volume

of the material. Figure 3.11 shows the Imear change of V^' as a function of composition of the

mterfacial agents for both Kl and K2. However, this linear correlation between the activation

energy AH ^ and the IA contents is not observed clearly, as demonstrated m Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.11: Variation of V^ as a function of interfacial agent (IA) contents (%) for

various blends of Kl and K2
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Figure 3.12: Variation of AH^ as a function of IA contents (%) for various blends of Kl and K2

In connectmg with the energy barrier AH m Table 3.3, it is worth noting that the

activation energy AH characterizing the yield behavior of the blend in a process as well as

the energy barrier AH controlling the brittle- ductile transition m fracture behavior, both of
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them decrease when the contents of interfacial agent (of Kl or K2) increase in the blend. This

seems to display an implicit correlation between the yielding field and the fracture approaches.

However, there is a considerable difference between the values of these two energies

corresponding to the same blend. For each observed blend, the value of the activation energy

AH m the yielding process (Table 3.7) is around two to three-fold higher than that of the

energy barrier AH controlling the brittle-ductile fracture transition. This can be explained as

one considers the different temperature range appUed for determining these two parameters.

AH^is deduced from the yielding process m region a (at high temperatures and low loading

rates) whereas AH is obtained in the brittle-ductile transition in fracture (at lower temperatures

in the case of the same loading rate). On the other hand, it has been known that when the

temperature goes down and attains the R region, the yielding behavior of the polymers could

be considered as two Eyrmg processes acting in parallel [108-110] and two separate values of

AH y (in a region) and AH p (in region P) can be obtained. Because the P region is near the

brittle-ductile transition, it can be expected that there is a similar correlation between the

activation energy AH p m P yielding process and the AH controlling the brittle-ductile fracture

transition.

3.4 Results obtained from compression tests in a and P yielding processes.

The compression yield behavior ofPS/EPR/SEBS blends has been investigated, over a

wide range of experimental condition that can not be reached in tensile tests due to the brittle

nature of the blends. The yield stress in uniaxial compression was measured at different

temperatures from -75° C to 100 C and over nearly four decades of loading rate from 0.1 to
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200 mm/min. for three various blends of Kl (Kl-2.5, Kl-10 and Kl-20). Figure 3.13 shows

the plot of the compression yield stress |<7j versus temperature at a constant loading rate of

100 mm/mia. for Kl-2.5 blend. From the figure, it has been pointed out that the yielding

behavior of the observed blend can be divided mto two different ranges. Over a range of

temperatures, denoted as range I, from about -20 to 100 C, the plot is a straight Hue and the

experimental data present a good agreement with the Eyring theory, which is expressed by

Equa. (1-34) (in Chapter 1: "Theoretical background"). Below -20°C, the variation of yield

stress according to temperature is more significant; Equa. (1-34) is no more valid and was

modified by Ree and Eyrmg [98] with considermg that there are two Eyring processes acting

m parallel so that Gy = Gi + 02, where Oi and 02 are the stresses associated in process a and

process P, respectively. Equa. (1-36) and (1-37) (applied for tensile and compression tests,

respectively), which are based on the Ree-Eyring model, have been shown to agree weU with

experimental data for a number of polymers [108-111]. In Appendix E, figures E.2 to E.4

lcr, -1'show the plot of the — as a function of logarithm of strain rate (e in sec-l) for Kl-2.5, Kl-

10 and Kl-20 blends. For instance, the time-temperature dependence of the yielding behavior

of Kl-2.5 blend is demonstrated m Figure 3.14. It can be found from the figure that the

diagram of o/T versus logarithm strain rate can be clearly separated into two regions: region

a where process I dominated and region P where process II is activated. Between region a and

region p, the curve of (5y/T as a function of logarithm strain rate shows a noticeable change m

slope. This change can be used to find the transition boundary between these two regions by

standard mathematics. When yielding in region a (i.e., when the strain rate is low and the

4.606 R , . . /, /.
temperature is tiigJi), the slope is approximately ——;— , wtiereas m region p (^i.e.,

a
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/
1 . 1

^ V;strain rate is high and the temperature is low), the approximate slope is 4.606 R

For a given temperature, the transition between the two regions, defined as a critical strain rate

•

ep , sit which the slope of Cy/T equals the average of the above two approximate slopes can be

•

deduced by Equa. (1-38). A set of the points {ep , T) establishes a slanting straight Hue dc

separating the two regions a and p (Figure 3.14). The presentation of dc is also displayed for

all observed blends in Appendix E (Figures E.2 to E.4).

• K1-2.5 Ree-Eyring model

"

w02
+rf
w

~0
^>
>-

120

100

80

60

40

20

0

range II
range I

-80 -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 80 100

Temperature ( C)

Figure 3.13: Plot of yield stress muniaxial compression |o"J versus temperature at a constant

loading rate of 100 mm/min for Kl-2.5 blend. The curve |o"J = f(T) is calculated from Equa.

(1-37) using the constants given m Table 3.8
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•OC •25C A40C X60C X80C •-20C

•-40C 0-50C D-60 C —dc Ree-Eyring model

-5 -3 -2

--1.

-1

log strain rate (s")
Id.

3.14: Plot of the -'— as a function oflogiof for Kl-2.5 blend.
T

Furthermore, it is worth noting that throughout range I, the Ree-Eyring theory reduces

to the Eyring theory in terms of a single simply activated flow process (denoted as the a

process) and in this case, the plots of yield stresses versus log (stram-rate) or versus

temperature, must give straight lines. Above dc (range II), the existence of p yielding process

is revealed ia a range of temperatures and strain rates where it is necessary to assume that two

activated flow processes are involved in the yield deformation of PS/EPR/SEBS blends for

being allowed to apply the Eyring model. In Table 3.8, the values of the parameters

• •

(V^ ,Afl^, 63 y^ , Aff^, £03 ) characterized the yielding behavior for a and p processes of

the blends could be estimated from the good fit ofEqua. (1-37) to the data of diagrams of <7y/T

versus logarithm strain rate due to a procedure (presented in Appendix B).
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Table 3.8: Constants calculated from the fit ofEq. (1-37) to the data from Figures E.2 to E.4

Blends

K1-2.5

K1-10

K1-20

AHa
(kJ/mol)

145

138.3

133.5

3vca
(nm7segment)

2.85

2.93

3.16

deoa/dt (s1)

1.59E+16

1.55E+15

1.78E+14

AHp
(RJ/mol)

66

61.1

58

3VCP
(nm7segment)

1.78

1.83

2.25

deop/dt (s1)

1.19E+13

1.50E+12

5.94E+09

The values of the constants given in Table 3.8 were used to generate the curve

a,
|crJ = f(T) in. Figure 3.13 as well as the plots of !—^- as a function of logarithm of strain rate

•

(e m see ) (Figures E.2 to E.4) for the observed blends. The results show a good agreement

between the Ree-Eyrmg model and the experimental data and confirm the fact that the Ree-

Eyring theory can be appUed well for studying and predicting the yielding behavior of

PS/EPR/SEBS blends for an arbitrary state of strain rate and temperature. From Table 3.8,

moreover, it can be obviously shown that the addition of more interfacial agent results in an

increase m the activation volume V c and a reduction of the activation energy AH. This

significant variation of V c and AH can be observed for both a and p processes. In addition, the

values of both of V cp and AHpm P process are smaller than those determined from a phase.

This agrees well with the results obtained m recent works [108-111] and could be explained

by the reason that the P process occurs m the range of low temperature and high loading rate.

The state of low temperature and high loading rate could result in reducing V c , the region

containing n segments of macromolecules simultaneously activated and leading to yield

deformation. For each process (a or P), the increase m the activation volume obtained from

the Table 3.8 shows that an increase m copolymer additive would produce a larger region of

more segments of macromolecules activated m the yield process, causing a relative increment
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ia the activation volume of the material. Figures 3.15 and 3.16 shows the change of V^' and

AH as a function of composition of the interfacial agents for Kl blends.

c(U
01
a>
w

0^

c
+0

• Alpha phase • Beta phase

4

3

2

1

0

•

•

» *

•
•

5 10 15 20

IA proportion (%)

25

Figure 3.15: Variation of the activation volume, V^ , (compression) as a function ofIA

contents (%) for Kl blends m the a and P processes.

0

3
3:<

• Alpha phase • Beta phase

5 10 15 20

IA proportion (%)
25

Figure 3.16: Variation of the activation energy, AH, as a function of IA contents (%) for Kl

blends m the a and P processes.
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Mareover, m considering the activation volume and activation energy characterizmg

the a process for tensile (Table 3.7) and compression (Table 3.8) tests, one can note that there

is a similarity of these values for both two types of test. This presents the validity of the Ree-

Eyring model for both two cases of tensile and compression tests, and suggests that the results

determined from the compression tests in P process could be used as a consequence of the

tensile tests. By comparing the activation energy AHp of P process to the energy barrier AH

controlling the brittle-ductile transition (Table 3.3), basing on the similarity of these two

energies for each material, it seems to be proposed that there is an impUcit correlation between

the yielding behavior and the fracture approach. This result is significant and needs more

considerations in the field of studying the relationship between the morphology, interface and

properties of the polymer blends.
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CONCLUSION

The fracture and yielding behaviors of a blend of 80 volume % polystyrene (PS) and

20 volume % ethylene- propylene rubber (EPR), compatibilized by two triblock copolymers of

styrene/ ethylene- butylene/ styrene (SEBS), of different molecular weights, have been

mvestigated over a large range of loading rates and temperatures. A study of brittle- ductile

transition ia fracture of the blends shows that adding an interfacial agent lowers the

temperature at brittle-ductUe transition. This effect, however, is much more pronounced for

the lower molecular weight interfacial agent, K2. The time-temperature dependence of the

brittle- ductUe transition in fracture performance of the blends is controlled by an energy

activation process and can be predicted by the Arrhenius equation. Adding the mterfacial

agents at high concentrations results m a plasticizmg effect of the polystyrene matrbc and a

reduction m the energy barrier AH controlling the fracture process. The fracture resistance at

crack initiation as well as during the crack propagation of the blends, which is determined by

using the R-curve method, shows that the low molecular weight interfacial agent, K2, is more

effective at improviag the fracture performance of the PS/EPR blends than Kl. Particularly,

the distinct contribution of K2-20 and K2-30 blends to the higher fracture resistance seems to

be due to the ability of saturating the interface of the low molecular weight mterfacial agent,

K2, and agreed with the results obtained from the impact fracture study of these materials m

[1, 112].

The yield stress measured in tensile and uniaxial compression tests over a large range

of temperatures and loading rates reveals that the yielding behavior of the blends is controlled

by two Eyring processes (a and p processes) acting m parallel. A good agreement between

experimental data and the Ree-Eyriag model confirms the fact that the Ree-Eyring theory can
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be applied well for studying and predicting the yielding behavior of PS/EPR/SEBS blends for

an arbitrary state of strain rate and temperature. Furthermore, the similar values of activation

energy and activation volume in a process for both two types of test show the validity of the

Ree-Eyriag model for two cases of tensile and compression tests. The addition of Kl and K2

iaterfacial agents results in a reduction of the activation energy AH and an increase iti the

activation volume V for both a and p processes. Besides, it has been found that for each

observed blend, the value of AH p in P yielding process is nearly the same of the energy barrier

AH controlling the brittle-ductUe transition m fracture. This result seems to be significant in

terms of studying the correlation between the yielding behavior and fracture approach and

requires more considerations m the future.
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APPENDIX A:

CEB CURVE FOR FRACTURE TESTS

The stress intensity factor for a three-point-bend specimen is given [67] by:

PS
BD3/K=^f(alD) (A-l)

where:

P : the external force

S : the span of bending test

B : the thickness of the sample

D : the width of the sample

/ (a/D): a calibration factor provided m Ref. 80. In this work, / (a/D)

associated with the three-pomt bending test can be written by:

^ 3xl'l[l.99-x{l-x~^.15-3.93x+ 2.1x1)]

2(l+2x)(l-x)~2

(with x = a/D)

The strain energy release rate is expressed as [121]:

G=lp2^=-^ (A-3)
2 ~ dA E

iti which:

C : the compliance of the specimen

A : the crack surface

E : Young modulus of the material

Then, combiamg Equa. (A-l) and Equa. (A-3), dC/dA and C can be written as a

function of a/D as follows:
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2 j:ZdC 2S'f\a/D)dC
dA d(a/D)BD EB2D'

2S2 a'F.
c=c+

EBD' jf2(a/D)d(a/D)

(A-4)

(A-5)

where :

Co is the specimen compliance for a/D = 0, and expressed by:

-Al-_s;
P. 4BD3E

With — = 4 using for this work, Equa. (A-5) becomes:

a/D

(A-6)

CEB =16 +32 jf2(a/D)d(a/D} (A-7)

By connecting Equa. (A-2) to Equa. (A-7) and numerically calculatmg CEB, one can obtaia

the values of CEB as a function of a/D as shown in Figure A. 1.

ŷu

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

a/D

Figure A.1: CEB values as a function of a/D in three-pomt bendmg tests {S/D = 4)
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From the numerical values of CEB, the stress intensity factor during crack propagation

can be obtained fromEqua. (A-l) as a function of crack length a/D at different values of

deformation A. Knowing the relationship between the specimen compliance and the crack

length, the effective crack length at any load level P can be determined as illustrated in Figure

A-2.

'̂3
Q^

Elastic Slope for
Effective Modulus
Determination

Secant Slope for
Effective Crack
Length Determmation

Deflection (A)

Figure A.2: Schematic drawing of effective crack length determination from the load-

deflection curve.
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APPENDIX B:

• •

Evaluation of the constants: V^ ,A9^ , Co and Vp\AH^, CQ in Ree-Eyring model for

tensile and compression tests

The Ree-Eyring equation using m tensile and compression tests may be written as
follows:

0-r

T
^t^ at,'•a i '^ 2R

V,:
AH
RT

^+2.303 log

r • \
2e

l£». JJ

2-R_.^-i+ ^swh~1 -exp
AH,
RT

(B-l)

\at
T T̂

•+

T̂
2R
V:.

AH
RT

^+2.303 log

f • \
2e
•

£^

2^ ^+ —SlV:
-1

-expl
£o,

Aff,
RT

(B-2)

(Equation (1-36) and (1-37) ia Chapter 1: Theoretical background)

• •

Because the parameters V^ ,Afl"^, Ey and Vp\AHp, Cy (characterized for a and p

process respectively) have the same meanings m both tensile and compression tests, the

procedure of evaluating these constants, as described below, will be presented m the case of

the tensile test. The same procedure can be also applied for analysis of uniaxial compression

results.

If one assumes that two rate processes, a and |3, are involved m the deformation at

yield, the Ree-Eyring theory as well as Bauwen's treatment [110] predict that the asymptotes

of a given curve are expressed by:

(7, 27?

T V;
AH
RT

^ + 2.303 log

f • \
2e

le°. }\
for £a ^e ^ep (B-3)

and
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^_
T

2R

K
AH.

RT
^ + 2.303 log

f • \
2e

Co^

+
2R
K

Aff,
RT

+ 2.303 log

f • \
2e

foi

for e > e p (B-4)

where AHa, AH p are the activation energies; V^, V^ are the activation volumes; e.o^, Co
»' 'p

are constants containmg a frequency factor related to the a and ? processes respectively, e p

•

is the value of the strain rate corresponding to the intersection of the two asymptotes and ea

denotes the value of the strain rate obtained by extrapolating the curve to zero stress. For a

given temperature, it follows that:

:-_S^J Aff?
ei3 =——exp | --

2 """ I RT
(B-5)

and

1 ^ ^ ( A/^
£" =—expl -—^?2 "~r[ RT

(B-6)

Let us consider two curves (shown in Figure B.l) respectively related to temperatures

Ti and Tz in the p region and let Sx (Ti, Tz) denote the horizontal component of the shift factor

between these two curves; it therefore follows from both treatments that:

AH,^(W=^ 1 1
2.303 R [ T, T,

(Ti > Ti) (B-7)

The values of the parameters, denoted above, are estimated, as follows from the data of

Figure B.l.
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T
Ti

-AZL_fj__l
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Log e
4.606 R

V,:

Figure B.l: Graphical method of evaluating the constants of Equations (B-3) and (B-4)

It is first assumed that the curves related to the highest and the lowest temperature

regions reach the asymptote expressed by Equ. (B-3) or (B-4) respectively, within the

explored range of experimental conditions. A set of straight Unes is then drawn throughout the

data associated with the highest temperatures and the lowest strain rate. The mean slope is

4.606 R
taken as

V,:
and the value of the activation volume y* can be then obtained.

A set of parallel straight Unes having a slope equal to ••"v^" is tried; from the
t

horizontal shift of these lines and from the extrapolated value of the abscissas for ^— = 0,
T

•

mean values of AH and £o^ are calculated respectively. After that, a set of parallel straight

•

lines (called set a) is recalculated from Equ. (B-3) using the mean values of V^ , AH , £o^ for

the all temperatures in a region at which the tests have been performed.
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Another set of straight Unes is then tried throughout the data, in the region of Figure

B.l related to the highest strain rates and the lowest temperatures. From the mean slope, y* is

evaluated. A set of parallel straight Unes (caUed set p) is drawn which meets set a in such a

way that the locus of the intersections of straight lines, related, m both sets, to the same

temperature, is a straight Ime caUed dc (see Figure B.l). This procedure allows one to consider

that the asymptotes, so obtained at each temperature, can be superimposed by a slanting

translation along dc. From measurements of Sx (expressed by Equ. (B-7)), the horizontal

component of the shift factor, AH p wUl be evaluated; and from the abscissa of the mtersection

•

of two asymptotes at a given temperature, £03 can be determined using Equa. (B-5).
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C.1 BRITTLE-DUCTILE TRANSITION OF THE BLENDS
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Figure C.1: Variation of K ( Figure a) and G (Figure b) as a function of temperature

at V = 100 mm/min for K1 -2.5 blend
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Figure C.2: Variation of K ( Figure a) and G (Figure b) as a function of temperature

at V = 100 mm/min for K1 -1 0 blend
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Figure C.3: Variation of K ( Figure a) and G (Figure b) as a function of temperature

at V = 100 mm/min for K1 -20 blend
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Figure C.4: Variation of K ( Figure a) and G (Figure b) as a function of temperature

at V = 100 mm/rnin for K2-2.5 blend
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Figure C.6: Variation of K ( Figure a) and G (Figure b) as a function of temperature

at V = 2.5 m/s (Impact test) for K1-2.5 blend
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Figure C.7: Variation of K ( Figure a) and G (Figure b) as a function of temperature
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Figure C.9: Variation of K ( Figure a) and G (Figure b) as a function of temperature
at V = 2.5 m/s (Impact test) for K2-2.5 blend
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Figure C.10: Variation of K ( Figure a) and G (Figure b) as a function of temperature

at V = 2.5 m/s (Impact test) for K2-15 blend
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C.2 APPLICATION OF THE ARRHENIUS EQUATION IN THE BRITTLE-DUCTILE TRANSITION
PREDICTION
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Figure C.12: Plot of In e against 1/Ti>d
for K1 -2.5 blend

Figure C.13: Plot of la e against 1/T^d
for K1-10 blend
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Figure C.16: Plot of In e against I/TM
for K2-15 blend
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APPENDDC D: CURVES OF THE TENSILE TESTS
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APPENDK E : CURVES OF THE COMPRESSION TESTS
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